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Abstract

Object Recognition and Semantic Scene Labeling for RGB-D Data

Kevin Kar Wai Lai

Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Professor Dieter Fox

Computer Science and Engineering

The availability of RGB-D (Kinect-like) cameras has led to an explosive growth of

research on robot perception. RGB-D cameras provide high resolution (640 × 480)

synchronized videos of both color (RGB) and depth (D) at 30 frames per second.

This dissertation demonstrates the thesis that combining of RGB and depth at high

frame rates is helpful for various recognition tasks including object recognition, object

detection, and semantic scene labeling. We present the RGB-D Object Dataset, a

large dataset of 250,000 RGB-D images of 300 objects in 51 categories, and 22 RGB-

D videos of objects in indoor home and office environments. We introduce algorithms

for object recognition in RGB-D images that perform category, instance, and pose

recognition in a scalable manner. We also present HMP3D, an unsupervised feature

learning approach for 3D point cloud data, and demonstrate that HMP3D can be

used to learn hierarchies of features from different attributes including color, gradient,

shape, and surface normal orientation. Finally, we present a scene labeling approach

for scenes constructed from RGB-D videos. The approach uses features learned from

both individual RGB-D images and 3D point clouds constructed from entire video

sequences. Through these applications, this thesis demonstrates the importance of

designing new features and algorithms that specifically utilize the advantages of RGB-

D cameras over traditional cameras and range sensors.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Recognizing objects in natural scenes is a crucial capability for an autonomous

robot that can understand and interact with the world and be of use in everyday

scenarios. In order to operate safely and efficiently in populated urban and indoor

environments, autonomous robots must be able to distinguish between objects such

as cars, people, buildings, trees, kitchenware, chairs, and furniture. Applications

include autonomous cars driving on urban streets as well as robots navigating through

pedestrian areas or operating in indoor environments. Domestic housekeeping and

elderly care robots will also need the ability to detect, classify and locate common

objects found in indoor environments if they are to perform useful tasks for people.

Considerable progress has been made towards object recognition in robotics appli-

cations. The DARPA Urban Challenge encouraged advancements in the perception

mechanisms of autonomous vehicles. Papers including [132] and [85] have investi-

gated detecting and tracking cars, pedestrians, and street signs using the Velodyne

rotating laser array as the sensor. Others have looked at object recognition on mobile

robots navigating in urban environments [130, 143]. Aside from robots, more and

more interactive systems require object recognition capabilities to interact with users

in an intelligent way [72]. Object recognition has been a central and heavily studied

research topic in computer vision, with a lot of progress made in recent years. Modern

object recognition systems can distinguish between hundreds of categories and detect

a variety of objects in complex real-world images on the Web [42].

The Microsoft Kinect [108, 75], released in 2011, has precipitated an explosive

growth of research on robot perception. RGB-D cameras like the Kinect are capable
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of providing high resolution (640×480) synchronized videos of both color (RGB) and

depth (D) at 30 frames per second. Microsoft’s use of the Kinect for the burgeoning

gaming market has created economies of scale never before seen for a 3D sensor. At

100 United States Dollars as of 2013, the Microsoft Kinect is much more affordable

than laser rangefinders of comparable resolution, such as the SwissRanger SR4000,

which in the same year costs 4000 USD. This depth sensing technology represents an

opportunity to dramatically increase the object recognition, manipulation, navigation,

and interaction capabilities in robots.

Since the release of the Kinect, there has been a number of works on shape and

appearance based object matching [64, 113]. A limitation of these approaches is

that they are designed for recognizing particular objects that the system has seen.

Neither demonstrated the performance of their features in recognizing objects that

are similar, but not identical, to objects that the system has already seen and placed

into its database (e.g. recognizing an object as being a coffee mug even though it has

only seen examples of other coffee mugs, but not this particular one).

1.1 RGB-D Cameras

An RGB-D camera captures images where each pixel is a four-dimensional vector

[r, g, b, d], where r, g, b is the red, green, blue color values, and d is the depth, i.e. the

perpendicular distance to that pixel from the image plane. RGB-D cameras widely

available as of 2013 include the first and second generation Microsoft Kinect, ASUS

Xtion PRO LIVE, the PrimeSense Carmine, and the Creative Interactive Gesture

Camera (see Fig. 1.1). There are two dominant depth sensing technologies in use

in these consumer depth cameras. The second generation Kinect and the Creative

camera use a time-of-flight camera. Time-of-flight cameras operate by emitting pulses

of light and measuring the time it takes for them to reflect back to estimate the

depth [45].

The first generation Kinect, PrimeSense Carmine 1.08 and the ASUS Xtion PRO
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Figure 1.1: Five RGB-D cameras widely available on the market as of 2013. Clockwise

from top left, they are: first generation Microsoft Kinect, second generation Microsoft

Kinect, Creative Interactive Gesture Camera, PrimeSense Carmine 1.08, and ASUS

Xtion PRO LIVE.

LIVE share similar hardware with each other and operate on the principle of stereo

triangulation. Each camera has a standard CMOS sensor for capturing RGB images,

an infrared CMOS sensor, and an infrared emitter. The infrared (IR) emitter emits

a fixed, known IR pattern which the IR sensor sees. The IR emitter and sensor form

a stereo pair and the depth of each pixel is triangulated using a stereo matching

algorithm [120]. Stereo matching requires solving the correspondence problem: the

depth of a pixel in one sensor image can only be computed if the corresponding pixel

in the other sensor image originating from the same physical location is found. It is

only possible to find this correspondence when there are distinctive and stable features

that reliably appear in both sensors. Passive stereo cameras rely on the environment

itself to provide these distinctive features, and hence fail when looking at featureless

environments like a blank wall. On the other hand, RGB-D cameras replace one of

the passive sensors with an active IR emitter. The emitter always emits a unique and

distinctive pattern, so that even a blank wall appears to have distinctive features in
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Figure 1.2: An example RGB (left) and depth (right) image pair captured with an

RGB-D camera. The RGB image is in true color, while the depth image is in greyscale,

where lighter is farther away.

the IR spectrum. This significantly improves the quality of depth data obtained from

RGB-D cameras over passive stereo pairs.

Fig. 1.2 shows an example RGB and depth image pair captured with an RGB-D

camera. The RGB-D camera captures RGB and depth images at 640 × 480 and 30

frames per second. One can see from this frame that RGB-D cameras are able to

estimate depth even on featureless surfaces like the kitchen drawers and the walls.

The depth estimation fails for reflective surfaces like the drawer handles, parts of the

kitchen sink, and the flashlight’s reflector. There are missing depth values at the

edges of the image because this depth image has been aligned to the RGB image, and

the two sensors have an offset and hence slightly different fields of view.

1.2 Thesis Outline

This dissertation demonstrates the following thesis:

The combination of RGB and depth at high frame rates made possible by

RGB-D cameras significantly improves performance on various recognition

tasks including object recognition, object detection, and semantic scene la-
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beling.

We study the problem of object recognition, object detection, and semantic scene la-

beling using RGB-D data. Here we define these three related but different recognition

tasks.

In common usage, object recognition refers to the identification of objects in a

scene. In the shape retrieval literature, object recognition refers to grouping objects

into different classes, and then when presented with a new object, the system must

determine its class [8]. This is similar to the task that is called object classification

or image classification in the computer vision community: the system must output

the identity of an object that predominantly occupies an image. Since we work with

both images and 3D point clouds in the case of RGB-D data, this dissertation defines

the task of object recognition as follows: the system is presented with a scene (e.g.

an image or a 3D point cloud) that is predominantly occupied by one object, and the

system’s task is to determine the identity of that dominant object.

In both object detection and scene labeling, the system must determine the iden-

tity of multiple objects that are present in the scene (also an image or a 3D point

cloud). In object detection, the system’s task is to detect and localize all objects of

interest with enclosing bounding boxes. The system’s task in scene labeling is to

assign a label to every pixel or 3D point. Hence, scene labeling requires more precise

segmentation and labeling of the scene than the other two tasks. Object recognition,

as defined in this dissertation, only involves determining the identity of one object,

while scene labeling and object detection both require determining the identity and

location of multiple objects. Hence, object recognition as defined in this dissertation

can conceptually be seen as a subroutine of scene labeling and object detection.

Each of the three recognition tasks can be performed at different levels of granu-

larity: 1) category recognition is determining the category of an object even though

the system has not seen it before (e.g. a soda can), 2) instance recognition is deter-

mining the identity of a specific object with a specific appearance that the system
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Figure 1.3: Examples of objects from the RGB-D Object Dataset.

has seen before (e.g. a pepsi can), and 3) pose recognition is determining the object’s

six-dimensional pose (translation and rotation) relative to the camera.

The combination of color images and depth images produced by RGB-D cameras

presents an opportunity to drastically improve object recognition and scene labeling.

However, it also presents some interesting challenges: What feature representation

should we use for RGB-D data? How can we efficiently distinguish between a large

number of objects? How can we leverage the high frame rate capabilities of the

sensor? This thesis investigates all of the above questions. The main contributions of

this thesis are:

• We collect the RGB-D Object Dataset, a large dataset of 250,000 RGB-D images

of 300 objects in 51 categories, and 22 RGB-D videos of a subset of these

objects in indoor home and office environments (Chapter 2). The dataset is

annotated with the ground truth labels of objects and furniture pieces. Example

images of 45 objects is shown in Fig. 1.3. The dataset is publicly available at

http://www.cs.washington.edu/rgbd-dataset
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Figure 1.4: Example semantic scene labeling from the RGB-D Scenes Dataset output

by the scene labeling MRF described in Chapter 8. (Left) The 3D scene point cloud

in true color.(Right) The 3D scene point cloud colored according to semantic label:

bowl (red), cap (green), coffee mug (yellow), soda can (cyan), coffee table (purple),

sofa (brown), background (grey).

• We present techniques for RGB-D object recognition based on existing state-of-

the-art features and techniques that were designed for RGB images or 3D point

cloud data (Chapter 3). The performance of these techniques on the RGB-D

Object Dataset serve as a baseline for comparison.

• We present an exemplar-based distance learning approach for object recognition

in 3D point cloud data (Chapter 4). This method combines multiple features

and weighs their influence appropriately so as to maximize discrimination be-

tween object classes. It also uses domain adaptation to combine training data

from a web repository of 3D CAD models and point clouds collected in the real

world.

• We then introduce a distance learning approach for RGB-D object recognition,

which provides a method for combining features extracted from the RGB image

and features extracted from 3D point cloud data (Chapter 5). The approach

is able to discard uninformative exemplars from the training data in order to

speed up distance function evaluation at test-time.
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• We present a novel tree-based object recognition and pose estimation technique

that simultaneously addresses object recognition at all three levels of granu-

larity and scales logarithmically with the number of objects that need to be

distinguished (Chapter 6).

• We present an unsupervised feature learning approach for 3D point cloud data

that learns a hierarchy of features from different attributes including color,

gradient, shape, and surface normal orientation (Chapter 7).

• We present a scene labeling approach for scenes constructed from RGB-D videos.

The approach leverages both image-based object detection techniques that run

on a single RGB-D image and 3D-based object recognition techniques that run

on the scene constructed from the entire video sequence (Chapter 8). Fig. 1.4

shows an example result from our technique.

• Finally, we conclude this thesis with our insights and directions for future work

in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

THE RGB-D OBJECT DATASET

2.1 Background

The availability of public image repositories on the Web, such as Google Images and

Flickr, as well as visual recognition benchmarks like Caltech 101 [40], LabelMe [112]

and ImageNet [34] has enabled rapid progress in visual object category and instance

detection in the past decade. Similarly, the robotics dataset repository RADISH [65]

has greatly increased the ability of robotics researchers to develop and compare their

SLAM techniques. In this chapter, we present a large-scale, hierarchical multi-view

object data set collected using an RGB-D camera, which we first introduced in [80].

The dataset and an associated set of software tools have been made publicly avail-

able to the research community to enable rapid progress based on this promising

technology. The dataset is available at http://www.cs.washington.edu/rgbd-dataset.

Many existing recognition benchmarks are annotated only with category-level la-

bels of the object [126, 68]. In these datasets, it is impossible to keep track of whether

objects in different images are physically the same object, our dataset consists of mul-

tiple views of a known set of objects. We refer to each distinct object as an instance.

This is similar to the 3D Object Category Dataset presented by Savarese et al. [117],

which contains 8 object categories, 10 objects in each category, and 24 distinct views

of each object. Since the release of the RGB-D Object Dataset, there have also been

other datasets that are collected using RGB-D cameras. For example, 3DNet [142]

and the Willow Garage Solutions in Perception Challenge dataset [51] both contain

scenes containing objects recorded using RGB-D cameras. However, the RGB-D Ob-

ject Dataset presented here is, as of publication of this dissertation (2013), still the
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Figure 2.1: (Left) Each RGB-D frame consists of an RGB image and (middle) the

corresponding depth image. (Right) A zoomed-in portion of the bowl showing details

captured by the RGB-D camera.

largest published object dataset of its kind. The dataset contains RGB and depth

video sequences of 300 common everyday objects from multiple view angles total-

ing 250,000 RGB-D images. The objects are organized into a hierarchical category

structure using WordNet hyponym/hypernym relations.

2.2 Data Collection

The RGB-D Object Dataset contains visual and depth images of 300 physically dis-

tinct objects taken from multiple views. The chosen objects are commonly found in

home and office environments, where personal robots are expected to operate. Objects

are organized into a hierarchy taken from WordNet hypernym/hyponym relations and

is a subset of the categories in ImageNet [34]. Fig. 2.2 shows several subtrees in the

object category hierarchy. Fruit and Vegetable are both top-level subtrees in the hier-

archy. Device and Container are both subtrees under the Instrumentation category

that covers a very broad range of man-made objects. Each of the 300 objects in the

dataset belong to one of the 51 leaf nodes in this hierarchy, with between three to

fourteen instances in each category. The leaf nodes are shaded blue in Fig. 2.2 and the

number of object instances in each category is given in parentheses. Fig. 2.3 shows

some example objects from the dataset. Each shown object comes from one of the
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Figure 2.2: The fruit, device, vegetable, and container subtrees of the RGB-D Object

Dataset object hierarchy. The number of instances in each leaf category (shaded in

blue) is given in parentheses.

Figure 2.3: Objects from the RGB-D Object Dataset. Each object shown here belongs

to a different category.
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51 object categories. Although the background is visible in these images, the dataset

also provides segmentation masks (see Fig. 2.4). The segmentation procedure using

combined visual and depth cues is described in Section 2.3.

The dataset is collected using a sensing apparatus consisting of a prototype RGB-

D camera manufactured by PrimeSense [108]. The RGB-D camera simultaneously

records both color and depth images at 640×480 resolution. In other words, each

‘pixel’ in an RGB-D frame contains four channels: red, green, blue and depth. The

3D location of each pixel in physical space can be computed using known sensor pa-

rameters. The RGB-D camera creates depth images by continuously projecting an

invisible infrared structured light pattern and performing stereo triangulation. Com-

pared to passive multi-camera stereo technology, this active projection approach re-

sults in much more reliable depth readings, particularly in textureless regions. Fig. 2.1

(top) shows a single RGB-D frame which consists of both an RGB image and a depth

image. Driver software provided with the RGB-D camera ensures that the RGB and

depth images are aligned and time-synchronous. The RGB-D camera collects data at

around 20 Hz.

Using this camera setup, we record video sequences of each object as it is spun

around on a turntable at constant speed. The cameras are placed about one meter

from the turntable. This is the minimum distance required for the RGB-D camera

to return reliable depth readings. Data was recorded with the cameras mounted at

three different heights relative to the turntable, at approximately 30◦, 45◦ and 60◦

above the horizon. One revolution of each object was recorded at each height. Each

video sequence is recorded at 20 Hz and contains around 250 frames, giving a total of

250,000 RGB + Depth frames in the RGB-D Object Dataset. The video sequences

are all annotated with ground truth object pose angles between [0, 2π] by tracking

the red markers on the turntable. A reference pose is chosen for each category so

that pose angles are consistent across video sequences of objects in a category. For

example, all videos of coffee mugs are labeled such that the image where the handle
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is on the right is 0◦.

2.3 Segmentation

Without any post-processing, a substantial portion of the RGB-D video frames is

occupied by the background. We use visual cues, depth cues, and knowledge of the

configuration of the turntable and camera to produce fully segmented objects from

the video sequences.

The first step in segmentation is to remove most of the background by taking

only the points within a 3D bounding box where we expect to find the turntable and

object, based on the known distance between the turntable and the camera. This

prunes most pixels that are far in the background, leaving only the turntable and the

object. Using the fact that the object lies above the turntable surface, we can perform

RANSAC plane fitting [44] to find the table plane and take points that lie above it

to be the object. This procedure gives very good segmentation for many objects

in the dataset, but is still problematic for small, dark, transparent, and reflective

objects. Due to noise in the depth image, parts of small and thin objects like rubber

erasers and markers may get merged into the table during RANSAC plane fitting.

Dark, transparent, and reflective objects cause the depth estimation to fail, resulting

in pixels that contain only RGB but no depth data. These pixels would be left out

of the segmentation if we only used depth cues. Thus, we also apply vision-based

background subtraction to generate another segmentation. The top row of Fig. 2.4

shows several examples of segmentation based on depth. Several objects are correctly

segmented, but missing depth readings cause substantial portions of the water bottle,

jar and the marker cap to be excluded.

To perform vision-based background subtraction, we applied the adaptive gaussian

mixture model of KaewTraKulPong et al. [71] and used the implementation in the

OpenCV library. Each pixel in the scene is modeled with a mixture of K gaussians

that is updated as the video sequence is played frame-by-frame. The model is adaptive
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and only depends on a window W of the most recent frames. A pixel in the current

frame is classified as foreground if its value is beyond σ standard deviations from all

gaussians in the mixture. For our object segmentation we used K = 2, W = 200,

and σ = 2.5. The middle row of Fig. 2.4 shows several examples of visual background

subtraction. The method is very good at segmenting out the edges of objects and can

segment out parts of objects where depth failed to do so. However, it tends to miss

the centers of objects that are uniform in color, such as the peach in Fig. 2.4, and

pick up the moving shadows and markers on the turntable.

Since depth-based and vision-based segmentation each excel at segmenting objects

under different conditions, we combine the two to generate our final object segmenta-

tion. We take the segmentation from depth as the starting point. We then add pixels

from the visual segmentation that are not in the background nor on the turntable

by checking their depth values. Finally a filter is run on this segmentation mask to

remove isolated pixels. The bottom row of Fig. 2.4 shows the resulting segmentation

using combined depth and visual segmentation. The combined procedure provides

high quality segmentations for all the objects. Fig. 2.5 shows examples of the result-

ing segmentation of objects from different categories. The left side shows 16 different

objects each belonging to a different category, and the right side shows a pitcher and

a leaf vegetable from eight different viewpoints.

2.4 Video Scene Annotation

In addition to the views of objects recorded using the turntable, the RGB-D Object

Dataset also includes 22 video sequences of indoor environments, which we call the

RGB-D Scenes Dataset. The scenes cover two office desk workspaces, two meeting

areas, a living room, a coffee room, and a kitchen (see Fig. 2.6). The video sequences

were recorded by holding the RGB-D camera at approximately human eye-level while

walking around in each scene. Each video sequence contains several objects from

the RGB-D Object Dataset. The objects are visible from different viewpoints and
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Figure 2.4: Segmentation examples, from left to right: bag of chips, water bottle,

eraser, leaf vegetable, jar, marker and peach. Segmentation using depth only (top

row), visual segmentation via background subtraction (middle row), and combined

depth and visual segmentation (bottom row).

Figure 2.5: Segmented objects from the RGBD Object Dataset. (Left) 16 different

objects from the dataset. (Right) 8 views of a pitcher (top) and 8 views of a leaf

vegetable (bottom).
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Figure 2.6: The RGB-D Scenes Dataset containing 22 indoor scenes. Each scene is a

3D point cloud created from an RGB-D video. Point-wise ground truth annotations

of objects and furniture are available.
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Video Sequence # of Frames # of Objects # of Furniture

Desk 1 1748 3 0

Desk 2 1949 3 0

Desk 3 2328 4 0

Kitchen small 1 2359 8 0

Meeting small 1 3530 13 0

Table 1 2662 8 0

Table small 1 2037 4 0

Table small 2 1776 3 0

Living room 1 888 5 3

Living room 2 834 5 3

Living room 3 861 5 3

Living room 4 868 5 3

Meeting area 1 1128 4 3

Meeting area 2 1048 5 3

Meeting area 3 943 5 3

Meeting area 4 925 4 3

Coffee room 1 732 3 4

Coffee room 2 716 3 4

Coffee room 3 640 3 4

Coffee room 4 723 3 4

Workspace 1 462 4 1

Workspace 2 659 4 2

Table 2.1: Number of frames, objects, and furniture pieces in the 22 annotated videos

of indoor scenes in the RGB-D Scenes Dataset.
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Figure 2.7: (Left) 3D scene reconstruction of a kitchen scene with a cap highlighted

in blue and a soda can in red using the labeling tool. (Right) Ground truth bounding

boxes of the cap (top) and soda can (bottom) obtained by labeling the reconstruction.

distances and may be partially or completely occluded in some frames. 14 of the 22

videos also contain large pieces of furniture including chairs, coffee tables, tables, and

sofas. Fig. 2.1 summarizes the number of frames and number of objects and furniture

pieces in each video sequence. In Section 3.3 we demonstrate that the RGB-D Object

Dataset can be used as training data for performing object detection in these videos.

Here we will first describe how we annotated these videos with the ground truth label

for every 3D point and bounding boxes of objects in the RGB-D Object Dataset. The

standard way to do this would be to annotate video sequences one frame at a time

using software like the LabelMe annotation tool [112] and more recently, vatic [139].

Temporal interpolation across video frames can somewhat alleviate this, but is only

effective for a short sequence of frames if the camera trajectory is complex. Crowd-

sourcing (e.g. Mechanical Turk) can also shorten annotation time, but does so merely

by distributing the work across a larger number of people. We propose an alternative

approach that is possible for RGB-D videos. Instead of labeling each video frame,

we first stitch together the video sequence to create a 3D reconstruction of the entire

scene, while simultaneously estimating the camera pose of each video frame. We label

every 3D point in this reconstruction by hand. Fig. 2.7 (left) shows the reconstruction

of a kitchen scene with a cap labeled in blue and a soda can labeled in red. This
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semantic labeling of every point in the scene serves as ground truth for scene labeling

experiments in Chapter 8. The labeled 3D points can also be projected back into

each video frame using the estimated camera poses. This segmentation can be used

to compute an object bounding box. While the estimated camera poses are not

perfect, we found it to be accurate enough for obtaining good bounding boxes on the

dataset in most cases without the need for manual correction. Fig. 2.7 (right) shows

some bounding boxes obtained by projecting the labeled 3D points into several video

frames.

Our labeling tool uses the technique proposed by Henry et al. [62] to construct 3D

scene models from the RGB-D video frames. The Patch Volumes mapping approach

builds 3D scene reconstructions by dividing the environment into patches, each of

which is a locally planar piece of the scene. Each patch is reconstructed in much

the same way as the KinectFusion [102] system. G2O [79] is used to perform pose

graph optimization over the set of Patch Volumes to yield a globally-consistent scene

reconstruction of room-sized environments. Please consult [62] for details about Patch

Volumes Mapping.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a large-scale, hierarchical multi-view object dataset

collected using an RGB-D camera. We have shown that depth information is very

helpful for background subtraction, and video ground truth annotation via 3D re-

construction. The RGB-D Object Dataset and a set of software tools are publicly

available at http://www.cs.washington.edu/rgbd-dataset. In subsequent chapters,

we will use this dataset to evaluate features and algorithms for object recognition,

object detection, and scene labeling of RGB-D data.
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Chapter 3

FEATURES, ALGORITHMS, AND A LARGE-SCALE
BENCHMARK

3.1 Background

Object recognition is the ability to recognize an object as being a member of a class.

In other words, given a set of possible class labels and an object to classify, the

object recognition task is to assign one of the labels to the object. This capability

is a prerequisite for many applications, from web image search to a robot capable of

understanding and executing the command “clear all the plates off the dinner table,

but leave the bowls.” In this chapter, we consider object recognition at two levels of

granularity: category and instance. The granularity determines the set of classes that

the system must distinguish. Category recognition involves recognizing an object as

being a member of a certain semantic category of objects, for example coffee mug

or soda can. In category recognition, the system has seen examples of objects from

a fixed set of classes, and must now label objects that it may not have seen before

as belonging to one of these classes. In contrast, the goal of instance recognition

is to identify an object based on its unique appearance. For this task, the system

must have already seen the object before, and must recall which particular object

it is now seeing again. For example, suppose that a system has seen both Amelia’s

coffee mug and Bob’s coffee mug, which have different appearance. The system is now

presented with one of the mugs again, possibly in a new environment, and must now

determine whether the mug is Amelia’s mug or Bob’s mug. Both category and instance

recognition are useful in robotics applications. For example, category recognition is

necessary for semantic understanding, such as responding to the command “clear all
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the plates off the dinner table, but leave the bowls.” On the other hand, instance

recognition is required for responding to specific requests, such as when Amelia says

“Fetch me my coffee mug.”

In this chapter, we explore techniques that use existing state-of-the-art features

and classifiers to address category and instance recognition in RGB-D data. We will

consider techniques for both the object recognition and the object detection task.

In object recognition, the system is presented with an image in which there is one

dominant object, and the system must return that object’s category and/or instance

label. In object detection, the system is presented with an image that can contain zero

or more objects, and the system must return not only the category and/or instance

labels of all objects, but also their locations in the image by specifying bounding

boxes.

We evaluate the techniques described in this chapter on the RGB-D Object Dataset

to demonstrate the utility of combining RGB and 3D point cloud data. In addition,

these results will also serve as a performance baseline that we will improve upon in

subsequent chapters by designing new features and learning algorithms for RGB-D

data.

3.2 Object Recognition Using the RGB-D Object Dataset

In this section, we introduce techniques for RGB-D based object recognition and

detection and demonstrate that combining color and depth information can substan-

tially improve the results achieved on our dataset. We evaluate our techniques on

both category and instance recognition. The goal of these experiments is to test

whether combining RGB and depth is helpful when well segmented or cropped object

images are available. To the best of our knowledge, the RGB-D Object Dataset pre-

sented here is the largest multi-view dataset of objects where both RGB and depth

images are provided for each view. To demonstrate the utility of having both RGB

and depth information, in this section we present object recognition results on the
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RGB-D Object Dataset using several different classifiers with only shape features,

only visual features, and with both shape and visual features.

In object recognition the task is to assign a label (or class) to each query image.

The possible labels that can be assigned are known ahead of time. State-of-the-

art approaches to tackling this problem are usually supervised learning systems. A

set of images is annotated with ground truth labels and given to a classifier, which

learns a model for distinguishing between the different classes. We evaluate object

recognition performance at two levels: category recognition and instance recognition.

In category recognition, the system is trained on a set of objects. At test time, the

system is presented with an RGB and depth image pair containing an object that was

not present in training and the task is to assign a category label to the image (e.g.

coffee mug or soda can). In instance recognition, the system is trained on a subset of

views of each object. The task here is to distinguish between object instances (e.g.

Pepsi can, Mountain Dew can, or Aquafina water bottle). At test time, the system is

presented with an RGB and depth image pair that contains a previously unseen view

of one of the objects and must assign an instance label to the image.

3.2.1 Data Setup

We subsampled the turntable data from the RGB-D Object Dataset by taking every

fifth video frame, giving around 45000 RGB-D images. For category recognition, we

randomly leave one object out from each category for testing and train the classifiers

on all views of the remaining objects. For instance recognition, we consider two

scenarios:

• Alternating contiguous frames: Divide each video into 3 contiguous sequences

of equal length. There are 3 heights (videos) for each object, so this gives 9

video sequences for each instance. We randomly select 7 of these for training

and test on the remaining 2.
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• Leave-sequence-out: Train on the video sequences of each object where the

camera is mounted 30◦ and 60◦ above the horizon and evaluate on the 45◦ video

sequence.

We average accuracies across 10 trials for category recognition and instance recogni-

tion with alternating contiguous frames. There is no randomness in the data split for

leave-sequence-out instance recognition so we report numbers for a single trial.

3.2.2 Feature Extraction

Each image is a view of an object and we extract one set of features capturing the

shape of the view and another set capturing the visual appearance. In this chapter

we use existing state-of-the-art features including spin images [70] from the shape

retrieval community and SIFT descriptors [92] from the computer vision community.

Shape features are extracted from the 3D locations of each depth pixel in physical

space, expressed in the camera coordinate frame. We first compute spin images for a

randomly subsampled set of 3D points. Each spin image is centered on a 3D point and

captures the spatial distribution of points within its neighborhood. The distribution,

captured in a two-dimensional 16 × 16 histogram, is invariant to rotation about the

point normal. We use these spin images to compute efficient match kernel (EMK)

features using random Fourier sets as proposed in [17]. EMK features are similar to

bag-of-words (BOW) features in that they both take a set of local features (here spin

images) and generate a fixed length feature vector describing the bag. EMK features

approximate the gaussian kernel between local features, yielding a continuous measure

of similarity that is more fine-grained than BOW. They were shown to outperform

BOW features on several image-based visual recognition datasets including Scene-15,

Caltech-101, and Caltech-256 [17]. To incorporate spatial information, we divide an

axis-aligned bounding cube around each view into a 3 × 3 × 3 grid. We compute a

1000-dimensional EMK feature in each of the 27 cells separately. We perform principal
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component analysis (PCA) on the EMK features in each cell and take the first 100

components. Finally, we include as shape features the width, depth and height of a

3D bounding box around the view. This gives us a 2703-dimensional shape descriptor.

To capture the visual appearance of a view, we extract SIFT on a dense grid

of 8 × 8 cells. To generate image-level features and capture spatial information we

compute EMK features on two image scales. First we compute a 1000-dimensional

EMK feature using SIFT descriptors from the entire image. Then we divide the

image into a 2× 2 grid and compute EMK features separately in each cell from only

the SIFT features inside the cell. We perform PCA on each cell and take the first

300 components, giving a 1500-dimensional EMK SIFT feature vector. Additionally,

we extract texton histograms [88] features, which capture texture information using

oriented gaussian filter responses. The texton vocabulary is built from an independent

set of images on LabelMe [112]. Finally, we include a color histogram and also use

the mean and standard deviation of each color channel as visual features.

3.2.3 Classifiers

We evaluate the category and instance recognition performance of three state-of-

the-art classifiers: linear support vector machine (LinSVM), gaussian kernel support

vector machine (kSVM) [38, 25], and random forest (RF) [21, 47]. The parameters of

these classifiers were tuned on a small subset of the RGB-D Object Dataset containing

only five categories. We found that the SVM classifiers were insensitive to their

parameters. The Random Forest classifier required significantly more tuning, and it

may be possible to improve its results with additional parameter tuning.

3.2.4 Evaluation

Table 3.1 shows the classification performance of these classifiers using only shape fea-

tures, only visual features, and using both shape and visual features. Overall visual

features are more useful than shape features for both category level and instance level
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recognition. However, shape features are relatively more useful in category recogni-

tion, while visual features are relatively more effective in instance recognition. This is

exactly what we should expect, since a particular object instance has a fairly constant

visual appearance across views, while objects in the same category can have different

texture and color. On the other hand, shape tends to be stable across a category in

many cases. The most interesting and significant conclusion is that combining both

shape and visual features gives higher overall category-level performance regardless

of classification technique. The features compliment each other, which demonstrates

the value of a large-scale dataset that can provide both shape and visual information.

For alternating contiguous frames instance recognition, using visual features alone

already gives very high accuracy, so including shape features does not lead to further

increase in performance. The leave-sequence-out evaluation is much more challenging,

and here combining shape and visual features significantly improves accuracy.

We also ran a nearest neighbor classifier under the same experimental setup and

using the same set of features and found that it performs much worse than learning-

based approaches. For example, its performance on leave-sequence-out instance recog-

nition when using all features is 43.2%, much worse than the accuracies reported in

Table 3.1.

3.2.5 Remarks

The experiments in this section demonstrate that combining color and shape infor-

mation is helpful. Gathering data from both sensor modalities traditionally required

fusing data from two separate sensors, for example a camera and a laser rangefinder.

When using two separate sensors, an elaborate calibration procedure is required to

align the data streams from the two sensors in both space and time. With RGB-D

cameras, this alignment is much easier and can in fact be accomplished in the SDK

provided by PrimeSense, the sensor manufacturer. While the simple combination

of existing image and point cloud based features described in this section achieves
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Classifier Shape Vision All

Category

LinSVM 53.1± 1.7 74.3± 3.3 81.9± 2.8

kSVM 64.7± 2.2 74.5± 3.1 83.8± 3.5

RF 66.8± 2.5 74.7± 3.6 79.6± 4.0

Instance (Alternating contiguous frames)

LinSVM 32.4± 0.5 90.9± 0.5 90.2± 0.6

kSVM 51.2± 0.8 91.0± 0.5 90.6± 0.6

RF 52.7± 1.0 90.1± 0.8 90.5± 0.4

Instance (Leave-sequence-out)

LinSVM 32.3 59.3 73.9

kSVM 46.2 60.7 74.8

RF 45.5 59.9 73.1

Table 3.1: Category and instance recognition performance of various classifiers on the

RGB-D Object Dataset using shape features, visual features, and with all features.

LinSVM is linear SVM, kSVM is gaussian kernel SVM, RF is random forest.
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good results, Chapter 7 will demonstrate that features learned from RGB-D data

specifically can further boost recognition accuracy.

3.3 Object Detection Using the RGB-D Object Dataset

Given an image, the object detection task is to identify and localize all objects of

interest. Like in object recognition, the objects belong to a fixed set of class labels.

The object detection task can also be performed at both the category and the instance

level. The difference between object recognition and object detection is that in object

recognition, the image is known to contain only one object and the system just has to

identify which object it is. In object detection, the image can contain multiple objects

and the system must localize all objects of interest by drawing bounding boxes around

each object. In this section, we demonstrate how to use the RGB-D Object Dataset

to perform object detection in real-world scenes.

3.3.1 Formulation

In this chapter, we consider an object detection system based on the existing standard

sliding window approach [31, 43, 61], where the system evaluates a score function

for all positions and scales in an image, and thresholds the scores to obtain object

bounding boxes. Each detector window is of a fixed size and we search across 20

scales on an image pyramid. For efficiency, we consider a linear score function (so

convolution can be applied for fast evaluation on the image pyramid). We perform

non-maximum suppression to remove multiple overlapping detections.

Let H be the feature pyramid and p the position of a subwindow. p is a three-

dimensional vector: the first two dimensions are the top-left position of the subwindow

and the third one is the scale of the image. Our score function is

sw(p) = w>φ(H, p) + b (3.1)

where w is the filter (weights), b the bias term, and φ(H, p) the feature vector at
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Figure 3.1: Original depth image (left) and filtered depth image using a recursive

median filter (right). The black pixels in the left image are missing depth values.

position p. We train the filter w using a linear support vector machine (SVM):

L(w) =
w>w

2
+ C

N∑
i=1

max(0, 1− yi(w>xi + b)) (3.2)

where N is the training set size, yi ∈ {−1, 1} the labels, xi the feature vector over a

cropped image, and C the trade-off parameter.

3.3.2 Features

As features we use a variant of histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [43], which has

been found to work slightly better than the original HOG. This version considers both

contrast sensitive and insensitive features, where the gradient orientations in each cell

(8×8 pixel grid) are encoded using two different quantization levels into 18 (0◦−360◦)

and 9 orientation bins (0◦ − 180◦), respectively. This yields a 4 × (18 + 9) = 108-

dimensional feature vector. A 31-D analytic projection of the full 108-D feature

vectors is used. The first 27 dimensions correspond to different orientation channels

(18 contrast sensitive and 9 contrast insensitive). The last 4 dimensions capture the

overall gradient energy in four blocks of 2× 2 cells.
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Aside from HOG over the RGB image, we also compute HOG over the depth image

where each pixel value is the actual object-to-camera distance. Before extracting HOG

features, we need to fill up the missing values in the depth image. Since the missing

values tend to be grouped together, we use a recursive median filter. Instead of

considering all neighboring pixel values, we take the median of the non-missing values

in a 5× 5 grid centered on the current pixel. We apply this median filter recursively

until all missing values are filled. An example original depth image and the filtered

depth image are shown in Fig. 3.1.

Finally, we also compute a feature that is sensitive to the true size of the object.

While the depth of an object alone tells us nothing about its true size, consider the

depth of an object divided by the size of its image bounding box. A larger object

must be farther away (have larger depth) if it occupies the same amount of pixels on

an image as a smaller object. Equivalently, if a pixel at a certain depth belongs to

a particular object, that object’s bounding box must be a certain width and height.

Assuming that the depth is correct, this would allow one to compute the exact feature

pyramid scale in which to search for the object. However, the depth is noisy and so

we do not use it to constrain the scales that we search over. Instead, at each scale

we compute the normalized depth d
s

of every pixel, where d is the depth, and s is the

scale. We extract histograms of normalized depths in a regular grid over the image

where each cell is 8×8 pixels. We used a histogram of 20 bins with each bin having a

range of 0.15m. The normalized depth only matches the depth seen in training data if

we are in the correct scale, but degrades gracefully as the scale is varied. This gives us

a feature that is sensitive to the object’s true size. Helmer et al. [61] also used depth

information to inform object classification. However, the method of exploiting depth

information is different from our approach: Helmer et al. used depth information to

define a score function that is used as a prior while we construct a scale histogram

feature from normalized depth values.
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3.3.3 Training Procedure

The performance of the classifier heavily depends on the data used to train it. For

object detection, there are many potential negative examples. A single image can be

used to generate 105 negative examples for a sliding window classifier. Therefore, we

use a bootstrapping hard negative mining procedure similar to Felzenszwalb et al. [43].

The positive examples are object windows we are interested in. The initial negative

examples are randomly chosen from background images and object images from other

categories/instances. The trained classifier is used to search images and select the false

positives with the highest scores (hard negatives). These hard negatives are then

added to the negative set and the classifier is retrained. This procedure is repeated 5

times to obtain the final classifier.

3.3.4 Evaluation

We evaluated the above object detection approach on the eight video sequences de-

scribed in Section 2.4 that contain only tabletop objects and no annotated furniture.

Since consecutive frames are very similar, we subsample the video data and run our

detection algorithm on every 5th frame. We constructed 4 category-level detectors

(bowl, cap, coffee mug,and soda can) and 20 instance-level detectors from the same

categories. We follow the PASCAL Visual Object Challenge (VOC) evaluation met-

ric. A candidate detection is considered correct if the size of the intersection of the

predicted bounding box and the ground truth bounding box is more than half the size

of their union. Only one of multiple successful detections for the same ground truth

is considered correct, the rest are considered as false positives. We report precision-

recall curves and average precision, which is computed from the precision-recall curve

and is an approximation of the area under this curve. For multiple category/instance

detections, we pool all candidate detection across categories/instances and images to

generate a single precision-recall curve.
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In Fig. 3.2 we show precision-recall curves comparing detection performance with

a classifier trained using image features only (red), depth features only (green), and

both (blue). We found that depth features (HOG over depth image and normalized

depth histograms) are much better than HOG over RGB image. The main reason for

this is that in depth images strong gradients are mostly from true object boundaries

(see Fig. 3.1), which leads to many fewer false positives compared to HOG over RGB

image, where color change can also lead to strong gradients. The best performance

is attained by combining image and depth features. The combination gives higher

precision across all recall levels than image only and depth only, if not comparable.

In particular, combining image and depth features gives much higher precision when

high recall is desired.

Fig. 3.3 shows multi-object detection results in three scenes. The leftmost scene

contains three objects observed from a viewpoint significantly different than was seen

in the training data. The multi-category detector is able to correctly detect all three

objects, including a bowl that is partially occluded by a cereal box. The middle scene

shows category-level detections in a very cluttered scene with many distracter objects.

The system is able to correctly detect all objects except the partially occluded white

bowl that is far away from the camera. Notice that the detector is able to identify

multiple instances of the same category (caps and soda cans). The rightmost scene

shows instance-level detections in a cluttered scene. Here the system was able to

correctly detect both the bowl and the cap, even though the cap is partially occluded

by the bowl. The current single-threaded implementation takes approximately 10

seconds to run the four object detectors to label each scene. However, both feature

extraction over a regular grid and evaluating a sliding window detector are easily

parallelizable. Hence, a GPU-based implementation of the described approach should

be able to significantly speed up the system.
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Figure 3.2: Precision-recall curves comparing performance with image features only

(red), depth features only (green), and both (blue). The top row shows category-level

results. From left to right, the first two plots show precision-recall curves for two

binary category detectors, while the last plot shows precision-recall curves for the

multi-category detector. The bottom row shows instance-level results. From left to

right, the first two plots show precision-recall curves for two binary instance detectors,

while the last plot shows precision-recall curves for the multi-instance detector.

Figure 3.3: Three detection results in multi-object scenes. From left to right, the

first two images show multi-category detection results, while the last image shows

multi-instance detection results.
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3.3.5 Remarks

In this section, we demonstrated that the depth channel provides useful information

for object detection. Specifically, HOG features computed over depth images captures

gradients that much more reliably correspond to the object silhouette than gradients

extracted from RGB images. The silhouettes of objects like coffee mugs and soda

cans is quite distinctive, leading to very good object detection performance using the

depth channel alone. Nevertheless, as was the case for the object recognition task,

combining color and depth also improves results over using either sensor modality

alone for the object detection task.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced techniques for object recognition and object detection

based on existing state-of-the-art features and classifiers. The experimental results on

category, instance, and pose recognition on the RGB-D Object Dataset demonstrate

that combining color and depth information leads to better performance than just

using either sensor modality alone. This strong result makes a convincing case for

using RGB-D cameras in computer vision and robotics applications.

One limitation of the techniques presented in this chapter is that they do not

explicitly address the problem of combining multiple features. Features can have

different magnitudes and dimensionality, and those with larger magnitude and more

dimensions will have more influence on the classifier, which can lead to suboptimal

performance. While normalizing the features, which was done in the techniques pre-

sented here, can minimize the problem, it is not a perfect solution. In the next two

chapters, we present a distance learning approach that uses training data to learn

classifiers that weigh each feature so as to maximize discrimination between classes.

In Chapter 4, we demonstrate how to use this technique for object recognition in 3D

point clouds, where the scarcity of labeled data motivates us to use domain adapta-
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tion to combine 3D models downloaded from a web repository and 3D point clouds

collected from the real world. In Chapter 5, we modify the distance learning technique

to work on RGB-D data.
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Chapter 4

OBJECT RECOGNITION IN 3D POINT CLOUDS USING
WEB DATA AND DOMAIN ADAPTATION

4.1 Background

A key problem in object recognition is the availability of sufficient labeled training

data to learn classifiers. Typically, this is done by manually labeling data collected

by the robot, eventually followed by a procedure to increase the diversity of that

data set [116]. However, data labeling is error prone and extremely tedious. We thus

conjecture that relying solely on manually labeled data does not scale to the complex

environments robots will be deployed in.

The goal of this chapter is to develop techniques that significantly reduce the

need for labeled training data for classification tasks in robotics by leveraging data

available on the World Wide Web. Unfortunately, this is not as straightforward as

it seems. A key problem is the fact that the data available on the World Wide Web

is often very different from that collected by a mobile robot. For instance, a robot

navigating through an urban environment will often observe cars and people from

very close range and at angles different from those typically available in data sets

such as LabelMe [112]. Furthermore, weather and lighting conditions might differ

significantly from web-based images.

The difference between web-based data and real data collected by a robot is even

more obvious in the context of classifying 3D point cloud data. A number of on-

line shape databases have emerged in recent years, including the Princeton Shape

Benchmark [124] and the Trimble 3D Warehouse [136]. The Trimble 3D Warehouse

is particularly promising, as it is a publicly available database where anyone can con-
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Figure 4.1: (Upper row) Part of a 3D laser scan taken in an urban environment

(ground plane points shown in cyan). The scan contains multiple cars, a person,

a fence, and trees in the background. (lower row) Example mesh models from the

Trimble 3D Warehouse.
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tribute models created using Trimble’s SketchUp 3D modeling program. It already

contains tens of thousands of user-contributed models such as cars, people, street

signs, and many other objects. In this chapter, we use objects from Trimble 3D

Warehouse to help classify 3D point clouds collected by mobile robots in urban ter-

rain (see Fig. 4.1). We would like to leverage such an extremely rich source of freely

available and labeled training data. However, virtually all objects in this dataset are

created manually and thus do not accurately reflect the data observed by actual range

sensing devices.

The aim of domain adaptation is to use large sets of labeled data from one domain

along with a smaller set of labeled data from the target domain to learn a classifier

that works well on the target domain. In this chapter we show how domain adaptation

can be applied to the problem of object detection in 3D point clouds. The key idea

of our approach is to learn a classifier based on objects from Trimble 3D Warehouse

along with a small set of labeled point clouds. Our classification technique builds on

an exemplar-based approach developed for visual object recognition [95]. To obtain

a final labeling of individual 3D points, our system first performs segmentation on

the point cloud based on the 3D point locations to generate individual segments, or

object hypotheses. We then generate a soup of segments [94] by considering merges of

these segments. Each segment is classified based on the labels of exemplars that are

“close” to it. Closeness is measured via a learned distance function for spin image sig-

natures [70, 5] and other shape features. We show how the learning technique can be

extended to enable domain adaptation. In the experiments we demonstrate that ad-

ditional data taken from the 3D Warehouse along with our domain adaptation greatly

improves the classification accuracy on point clouds of real-world environments.

In this chapter, we describe an exemplar-based approach to semantic scene la-

beling in 3D point clouds first published in [84] and [85]. We enhance a technique

developed for visual object recognition with 3D shape features and introduce a prob-

abilistic, exemplar-based classification method. Our resulting approach significantly
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outperforms alternative techniques such as boosting and support vector machines.

We demonstrate how to leverage large, human-generated datasets such as Trimble 3D

Warehouse to further increase the performance of shape-based object recognition. To

do so, we introduce two techniques for domain adaptation, one based on previous work

done in the context of natural language processing and one we developed specifically

for our exemplar-based approach.

4.2 Learning Exemplar-based Distance Functions for 3D Point Clouds

In this section we describe the details of our approach to point cloud classification.

We review the exemplar-based recognition technique introduced in [95]. While the

approach was developed for vision-based recognition tasks, we show how to adapt the

method to object recognition in point clouds. In a nutshell, the approach takes a

set of labeled segments and learns a distance function for each segment, where the

distance function is a linear combination of feature differences. The weights of this

function are learned such that the decision boundary maximizes the margin between

the associated subset of segments belonging to the same class and segments belonging

to other classes.

4.2.1 Point Cloud Segmentation and Feature Extraction

Given a 3D point cloud of a scene, we first segment out points belonging to the ground

from points belonging to potential objects of interest. In our indoor dataset, we

assume that the objects are located on a table, which allows us to extract the ground

plane via straightforward RANSAC plane fitting. For the more complex outdoor

scenes, we first bin the points into grid cells of size 25×25×25cm3, and run RANSAC

plane fitting [44] on each cell to find the surface orientations of each grid cell. We take

only the points belonging to grid cells whose orientations are less than 30 degrees with

the horizontal and run RANSAC plane fitting again on all of these points to obtain

the final ground plane estimation. The assumption here is that the ground has a
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Figure 4.2: (left) Point cloud of a car extracted from a laser scan. (right) Segmentation

via mean-shift. The soup of segments additionally contains a merged version of these

segments.

slope of less than 30 degrees, which is usually the case and certainly for our data sets.

Points close to the extracted plane are labeled as “ground” and not considered in the

remainder of our approach. Fig. 4.1 displays a Velodyne LIDAR scan of a street scene

with the extracted ground plane points shown in cyan.

Since the extent of each object is unknown, we perform segmentation based on

the 3D locations of points to obtain individual object hypotheses. We experimented

with the mean-shift clustering [28] and normalized cuts [123] algorithms at various

parameter settings and found that the former provided better segmentation. In the

context of vision-based recognition, [94] showed that it is beneficial to generate multi-

ple possible segmentations of a scene, rather than relying on a single, possibly faulty

segmentation. Similar to their technique, we generate a “soup of segments” using

mean-shift clustering and considering merges between clusters of up to 3 neighboring

segments. An example segmentation of a car automatically extracted from a complete

scan is shown in Fig. 4.2. The soup also contains a segment resulting from merging

the two segments.

We next extract a set of features capturing the shape of a segment. For each point,

we compute spin image features [70], which are 16× 16 matrices describing the local
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shape around that point. Following the technique introduced by [5] in the context of

object retrieval, we compute for each point a spin image signature, which compresses

information from its spin image down to an 18-dimensional vector. Representing

a segment using the spin image signatures of all its points would be impractical,

so the final representation of a segment is composed of a smaller set of spin image

signatures. In [5], this final set of signatures is obtained by clustering all spin image

signatures describing an object. The resulting representation is rotation-invariant,

which is beneficial for object retrieval. However, in our case the objects of concern

usually appear in a constrained range of orientations. Cars and trees are unlikely

to appear upside down, for example. The orientation of a segment is actually an

important distinguishing feature and so unlike in [5], we partition the points into a

3 × 3 × 3 grid and perform k-means clustering on the spin image signatures within

each grid cell, with a fixed k = 3. Thus, we obtain for each segment 3 · 3 · 3 = 27

shape descriptors of length 3 · 18 = 54 each. We also include as features the width,

depth and height of the segment’s bounding box, as well as the segment’s minimum

height above the ground. This gives us a total of 27 + 4 = 31 descriptors.

To obtain similar representations of models in the 3D Warehouse, we perform ray

casting on the models to generate point clouds and then perform the same procedure

described in the previous paragraph (see Fig. 4.3).

4.2.2 Learning the Distance Function

Assume we have a set of n labeled point cloud segments, E = {e1, e2, . . . , en}. We refer

to these segments as exemplars, e, since they serve as examples for the appearance

of segments belonging to a certain class. Let fe denote the features describing an

exemplar e, and let fz denote the features of an arbitrary segment z, which could also

be an exemplar. dez is the vector containing component-wise, L2 distances between

individual features describing e and z: dez[i] = ||fe[i]− fz[i]||. In our case, features fe

and fz are the 31 descriptors describing segment e and segment z, respectively. dez is a
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Figure 4.3: (left) Tree model from the 3D Warehouse and (right) point cloud extracted

via ray casting.

31+1 dimensional distance vector where each component, i, is the L2 distance between

feature i of segments e and z, with an additional bias term as described in [95]. A

more fine-grained division of features, such as computing L2 distance between each

feature dimension separately may yield better performing distance functions, but at

the cost of more computation. Distance functions between two segments are linear

functions of their distance vector. Each exemplar has its own distance function, De,

specified by the weight vector we:

De(z) = wT
e dez (4.1)

Note that since each exemplar has its own set of weights, the functions do not define

a true distance metric, as it is asymmetric. Instead, a given exemplar e’s function

evaluates the similarity of other exemplars to e based on a particular weighing of

feature differences learned specifically for e. This is advantageous since different

exemplars may have different sets of features that are better for distinguishing itself

from other exemplars.

To learn the weights of this distance function, we follow the approach first proposed

in [95]. We define a binary vector αe, the length of which is given by the number
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of exemplars with the same label as e. During learning, αe is non-zero for those

exemplars that are in e’s class and that should be similar to e, and zero for those that

are in the same class but considered irrelevant for exemplar e. The key idea behind

these vectors is that even within a class, different segments can have very different

feature appearance. This could depend, for example, on the angle from which an

object is observed.

The values of αe and we are determined for each exemplar separately by the

following optimization:

{w∗e ,α∗e} = argmin
we,αe

∑
i∈Ce

αeiL(−wT
e dei) +

∑
i 6∈Ce

L(wT
e dei)

subject to we ≥ 0; αei ∈ {0, 1};
∑
i

αei = K (4.2)

Here, Ce is the set of examplars that belong to the same class as e, αei is the i-th

component of αe, and L is the squared hinge loss function, L(a) = max(0, 1 − a)2.

The constraints ensure that K values of αe are non-zero. In (4.2), the K positive

exemplars are considered via the non-zero terms in the first summation, and the

negative exemplars are given in the second summation. The resulting optimization

aims at maximizing the margin of a decision boundary that has K segments from

e’s class on one side, while keeping exemplars from other classes on the other side.

The optimization procedure alternates between two steps. The αe vector in the k-th

iteration is chosen such that it minimizes the first sum in (4.2):

αk
e = argmin

αe

∑
i∈Ce

αeiL(−wkT
e dei) (4.3)

This is done by simply setting αk
e to 1 for the K smallest values of L(−wT

e dei), and

setting it to zero otherwise. The next step fixes αe to αk
e and optimizes (4.2) to yield

the new wk+1
e :

wk+1
e = argmin

we

∑
i:∈Ce

αk
eiL(−wT

e dei) +
∑
i 6∈Ce

L(wT
e dei) (4.4)
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When choosing the loss function L to be the squared hinge loss function, this optimiza-

tion yields standard Support Vector Machine learning [19]. The iterative procedure

converges when αk
e = αk+1

e . [95] showed that the learned distance functions provide

excellent recognition results for image segments.

4.3 Domain Adaptation

So far, the approach assumes that the exemplars in the training set E are drawn from

the same distribution as the segments on which the approach will be applied. While

this worked well in [95], it does not perform well when training and test domain are

significantly different. In our scenario, for example, the classification is applied to

segments extracted from 3D point clouds, while most of the training data is extracted

from the 3D Warehouse data set. As we will show in the experimental results, com-

bining training data from both domains can improve classification over just using

data from either domain, but this performance gain cannot be achieved by simply

combining data from the two domains into a single training set.

In general, we distinguish between two domains. The first one, the target domain,

is the domain on which the classifier will be applied after training. The second domain,

the source domain, differs from the target domain but provides additional data that

can help to learn a good classifier for the target domain. In our context, the training

data now consists of exemplars chosen from these two domains: E = E t ∪ Es. Here,

E t contains exemplars from the target domain, that is, labeled segments extracted

from the real laser data. Es contains segments extracted from the 3D Warehouse.

As typical in domain adaptation, we assume that we have substantially more labeled

data from the source domain than from the target domain: |Es| � |E t|. We now

describe two methods for domain adaptation in the context of the exemplar-based

learning technique.
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4.3.1 Domain Adaptation via Feature Augmentation

[32] introduced feature augmentation as a general approach to domain adaptation.

It is extremely easy to implement and has been shown to outperform various other

domain adaptation techniques and to perform as well as the thus far most successful

approach to domain adaptation [33]. The approach performs adaptation by gen-

erating a stacked feature vector from the original features used by the underlying

learning technique. Specifically, let fe be the feature vector describing exemplar e.

The approach in [32] generates a stacked vector f∗e as follows:

f∗e =


fe

f se

f te

 (4.5)

Here, f se = fe if e belongs to the source domain, and f se = 0 if it belongs to the

target domain. Similarly, f te = fe if e belongs to the target domain, and f te = 0

otherwise. Using the stacked feature vector, it becomes clear that exemplars from the

same domain are automatically closer to each other in feature space than exemplars

from different domains. [32] argued that this approach works well since data points

from the target domain have more influence than source domain points when making

predictions about test data.

4.3.2 Domain Adaptation for Exemplar-based Learning

We now present a method for domain adaptation specifically designed for the exemplar-

based learning approach. The key difference between our domain adaptation tech-

nique and the single domain approach described in Section 4.2 lies in the specification

of the binary vector αe. Instead of treating all exemplars in the class of e the same

way, we distinguish between exemplars in the source and the target domain. Specif-

ically, we use the binary vectors αs
e and αt

e for the exemplars in these two domains.
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The domain adaptation objective becomes

{w∗e ,αs∗
e ,α

t∗
e } =

argmin
we,αs

e,α
t
e

∑
i∈Cse

αs
eiL(−wT

e dei) +
∑
i∈Cte

αt
eiL(−wT

e dei) +
∑
i 6∈Ce

L(wT
e dei) , (4.6)

where Cse and Cte are the source and target domain exemplars with the same label as e.

The constraints are virtually identical to those for the single domain objective (4.2),

with the constraints on the vectors becoming
∑

iα
s
ei = Ks and

∑
iα

t
ei = Kt. The

values for Ks and Kt give the number of source and target exemplars that must be

considered during the optimization.

The subtle difference between (4.6) and (4.2) has a substantial effect on the learned

distance function. To see this, imagine the case where we train the distance function

of an exemplar from the source domain. Naturally, this exemplar will be closer to

source domain exemplars from the same class than to target domain exemplars from

that class. In the extreme case, the vectors determined via (4.3) will contain 1s only

for source domain exemplars, while they are zero for all target domain exemplars.

The single domain training algorithm will thus not take target domain exemplars

into account and learn distance functions for source domain exemplars that are good

in classifying source domain data. There is no incentive to make them classify target

domain exemplars well. By keeping two different α-vectors, we can force the algorithm

to optimize for classification on the target domain as well. The values for Ks and

Kt allow us to trade off the impact of target and source domain data. They are

determined via grid search using cross-validation, where the values that maximize the

area under the precision-recall curve are chosen.

The learning algorithm is very similar to the single domain algorithm. In the

k-th iteration, optimization of the α-vectors is done by setting αs k
e and αt k

e to 1 for

the exemplars yielding the Ks and Kt smallest loss values, respectively. Then, the

weights wk+1
e are determined via convex SVM optimization [74] using the most recent

α-vectors within (4.6).
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4.4 Probabilistic Classification

To determine the class of a new segment, z, we first determine the set of associated

exemplars, which are those for which De(z) ≤ 0. This corresponds to all exemplars

e for which z fall on e’s side of the SVM decision boundary. [95] showed that this

threshold is not only natural, but also empirically gave good performance. We found

this to be the case as well.

In [95], segment z is labeled with the majority class among the associated exem-

plars. However, this approach does not model the reliability of individual exemplars

and does not lend itself naturally to a probabilistic interpretation. Furthermore, it

does not take into account that the target domain is different from the source domain.

To overcome these limitations, we choose the following Näıve Bayes model over

exemplars. We define the class-conditional probability for each exemplar e in the

training set to be

p(e | c) :=
| {e′ | De(e

′) ≤ 0} |
Nc

, (4.7)

where e′ are target domain training exemplars in class c and Nc is the number of

target domain training exemplars in class c. (4.7) states that the class-conditional

probability is the proportion of exemplars e′ in class c that are close to e (De(e
′) ≤ 0).

We use only target domain exemplars because the ultimate goal is to label segments

from the target domain only.

Given a set of exemplars E , the class-conditional probability of a test segment z

is defined to be

p(z | c) :=
∏

e∈E ∧ De(z)≤0

p(e | c) /
∑
c′

∏
e∈E ∧ De(z)≤0

p(e | c′). (4.8)

Here we have assumed independence between the class-conditional probability dis-

tributions over exemplars. Intuitively, the class-conditional distribution of z should

be similar to that of exemplars that are similar to it and (4.8) captures this. The
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denominator is a normalization factor to ensure that we have indeed defined a prob-

ability distribution. Applying Bayes’ rule, the probability that segment z belongs to

class c is simply

p(c | z) =
p(c) p(z | c)∑
c′ p(c

′) p(z | c′)
. (4.9)

The prior p(c) is estimated via class frequencies in the target domain training data.

We can apply the results of the above segment classification to individual points.

As described in Section 4.2.1, we extract a soup of segments from a 3D point cloud.

Thus, each point may belong to multiple segments. Using the probability distributions

over the classes of these segments, the distribution over the class of a single point l is

given by

p(c | l) ∝
∏
z∈Zl

p(c | z), (4.10)

where Zl is the set of segments that contain point l. This combines the class hypothe-

ses from multiple segments in the “soup” in a probabilistic manner to produce the

final classification. In our setup, points in a test scene are assigned to the class with

the highest probability.

4.5 Experiments

We evaluate the different approaches to 3D point cloud classification mostly in the

context of outdoor scenes. The task here is to segment and classify point clouds col-

lected in an urban environment into the following seven classes: cars, people, trees,

street signs, fences, buildings, and background. Our experiments demonstrate that

our two domain adaptation methods lead to improvements over approaches without

domain adaptation and alternatives including LogitBoost [48] and a regular Multi-

class SVM [25]. In particular, our exemplar-based domain adaptation approach ob-

tains the best performance.
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Our exemplar-based learning code is based on a MATLAB implementation pro-

vided by Malisiewicz [95]. The distance function learning takes around 15 minutes.

We implemented the classification phase as a single-threaded C++ application. It

takes on average 80 seconds to classify a scene. The majority of the time (60 sec-

onds) is consumed by segmentation and feature extraction. Computing the distances

between every test segment to every training exemplar currently takes 10 seconds.

Much of the procedure, including the distance computation, operates on the different

test segments and training exemplars independently; the code is highly parallelizable.

Hence, a multi-threaded CPU or GPU implementation should speed this up to near

real-time performance.

4.5.1 Urban Driving Data Set

We evaluated our approach using models from the Trimble 3D Warehouse as our

source domain set, Es, and ten labeled street scenes as our target domain set, E t. The

ten scenes, collected by a Velodyne LIDAR mounted on a vehicle navigating through

the Boston area, were chosen so that they did not overlap spatially. Each scene is a

single rotation of the LIDAR, yielding a cloud of nearly 70,000 points. Scenes may

contain objects including, but not limited to, cars, bicycles, buildings, pedestrians

and street signs. Camera images taken at one of these scenes are shown in Fig. 4.4.

Manual labeling of 3D scans was done by inspecting the camera data collected along

with the laser data. We automatically downloaded the first 100 models of each of

cars, people, trees, street signs, fences and buildings from the Trimble 3D Warehouse

and manually pruned out low quality models, leaving around 50 models for each class.

We also included a number of models to serve as the background class, consisting of

various other objects that commonly appear in street scenes, such as garbage cans,

traffic barrels and fire hydrants. Recall that orientation information is preserved in

our feature representation. To account for natural orientations that the objects can

take in the environment, we generated 10 simulated laser scans from evenly-spaced
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Figure 4.4: A scene from the urban driving data set. Starting with the image in

the top left and going clockwise, they are captured with left-, forward-, right-, and

rear-facing cameras mounted on the vehicle.
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Approach Training Data Domain Adaptation

3D Warehouse Real Scans None Simple Stacked Alpha

3DW x x

Real x x

3DW+Real,Simple x x x

3DW+Real,Stacked x x x

3DW+Real,Alpha x x x

Boosting x x x

Multi-class SVM x x x

Table 4.1: Table summarizing the training data and domain adaptation methods used

in the approaches compared in Section 4.5.2.

viewpoints around each of the downloaded models, giving us a total of around 3,200

exemplars in the source domain set. The ten labeled scans totaled to around 400

exemplars in the six actual object classes. We generate a “soup of segments” from

these exemplars, using the data points in real scans not belonging to the six actual

classes as candidates for additional background class exemplars. After this process,

we obtain a total of 4,900 source domain segments and 2,400 target domain segments.

4.5.2 Comparison with Alternative Approaches

We compare the classification performance of our exemplar-based domain adaptation

approach to several approaches, including training the single domain exemplar-based

technique only on Warehouse exemplars, training it only on the real scans, and train-

ing it on a mix of Warehouse objects and labeled scans. The last combination can

be viewed as a näıve form of domain adaptation. We also tested the stacked feature

approach to domain adaptation described in Section 4.3.1. The different approaches
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Figure 4.5: Precision-recall curves comparing performance of the various approaches

trained using five (left) and three (right) real scans where applicable.

being compared are summarized in Table 4.1. “3DW” stands for exemplars from the

3D Warehouse, and “Real” stands for exemplars extracted from the Velodyne laser

scans. Where exemplars from both the 3D Warehouse and real scans are used, we

also specify the domain adaptation technique used. By “Simple” we denote the näıve

adaptation of only mixing real and Warehouse data. “Stacked” refers to the stacked

feature approach, applied to the single domain exemplar technique. Finally, “Alpha”

is our exemplar-based domain adaptation technique.

The optimal K values (number of non-zero elements in the α vectors) for each

approach were determined separately using grid search and cross validation. Where

training involves using real scans, we repeated each experiment 10 times using random

train/test splits of the 10 total available scans. Each labeled scan contains around

240 segments on average.

The results are summarized in Fig. 4.5. Here the probabilistic classification de-

scribed in Section 4.4 was used and the precision-recall curves were generated by

varying the probabilistic classification threshold between [0.5, 1]. The precision and

recall values are calculated on a per-point basis over entire scenes, including all seven
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object classes, but omitting the ground plane points. Note that this evaluation crite-

rion is different from the evaluation used in [95], where they considered any correctly

labeled segment with an overlap of more than 50% with a ground truth object to be

correct. Each curve in Fig. 4.5 corresponds to a different experimental setup. The

left plot shows the approaches trained on five real scans, while the right plot shows

the approaches trained on three real scans. All approaches are tested only on the

remaining real scans that were not seen during training. Note that since the first

setup (3DW) does not use real laser scans for training, the curves for this approach

on the two plots are identical.

It comes as no surprise that training on Warehouse exemplars only performs worst.

This result confirms the fact that the two domains actually have rather different

characteristics. For instance, the windshields of cars are invisible to the Velodyne

laser, thereby causing a large hole in the object segment. In Warehouse cars, however,

the windshields are considered solid, causing a locally very different point cloud. Also,

Warehouse models, created largely by casual hobbyists, tend to be composed of simple

geometric primitives, while the shape of objects from real data can be both more

complex and more noisy.

The näıve approach of training on a mix of both Warehouse and real scans does not

perform well. In fact, it leads to worse performance than just training on real scans

alone. This shows that domain adaptation is indeed necessary when incorporating

training data from multiple domains. Both domain adaptation approaches outperform

the approaches without domain adaptation. Our exemplar-based approach marginally

outperforms the stacked feature approach when target domain training data is very

scarce (when trained with only 3 real scans).

To gauge the overall difficulty of the classification task, we also trained two baseline

classifiers, LogitBoost [48] and Multi-class (one-versus-all) SVM [25], on the mix of

Warehouse and real scans. We evaluated these two baselines in the same manner as the

approaches described above. We used the implementation of LogitBoost in Weka [58]
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and the implementation of multi-class SVMs in LibSVM [25]. Parameters were tuned

via cross-validation on the training set. The precision-recall values for these two

approaches are shown in Fig. 4.5. We do not show the full curves since LogitBoost

gave very peaked class distributions and there is no single value to threshold on in a

one-versus-all Multi-class SVM.

In an application like autonomously driving vehicles, recall and precision are

equally important. The vehicle must detect as many objects on the road as pos-

sible (high recall), and try to identify them correctly (high precision). Thus, the

F-score is a good measure of the overall capability. The F-score is the harmonic mean

between precision and recall: F = 2 · Precision · Recall/(Precision + Recall) [137].

LogitBoost achieved a maximum F-score of 0.48 when trained on five scans, and a

maximum F-score of 0.49 when trained on three scans, while the multi-class SVM

achieved a maximum F-score of 0.60 when trained on five scans, and 0.59 when

trained on three scans. (see Fig. 4.5). As a comparison, our approach achieves an

F-score of 0.70 when trained on five scans and 0.67 when trained on three scans. The

inferior results achieved by LogitBoost and the multi-class SVM demonstrate that

this is not a trivial classification problem and that the exemplar-based approach is

an extremely promising technique for 3D point cloud classification. Also, there is no

significant degradation in performance between training on five scans and training on

three scans.

4.5.3 Urban Data Set Examples

Fig. 4.6 provides examples of exemplars matched to the three laser segments shown

in the panels in the left column. The top row gives ordered matches for the car

segment on the left, the middle and bottom row show matches for a person and

tree segment, respectively. As can be seen, the segments extracted from the real

scans are successfully matched against segments from both domains, real and 3D

Warehouse. The person is mismatched with one object from the background class
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Figure 4.6: Exemplar matches. The leftmost column shows example segments ex-

tracted from 3D laser scans: car, person, tree (top to bottom). Second to last columns

show exemplars with distance below threshold, closer exemplars are further to the left.

Figure 4.7: Confusion matrices between the six urban object classes. (left) Column-

normalized precision matrix, (right) row-normalized recall matrix.
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“other” (second row, third column). Part of the laser scan from the scene in Fig. 4.4

and its ground truth labeling is shown in color in Fig. 4.10. These figures also include

the labeling achieved by our exemplar-based domain adaptation approach described

in Section 4.3.2. Fig. 4.7 presents both the precision (column-normalized) and recall

(row-normalized) confusion matrices between the six classes over all 10 scenes.

4.5.4 Feature Evaluation

To verify that all of the selected features contribute to the success of our approach, we

also compared the performance of our approach using three different sets of features.

We looked at using just bounding box dimensions and the minimum height off the

ground (Dims), adding in the original, rotation-invariant spin image signatures as

described in [5] (SISO + Dims), and adding in our 3 × 3 × 3 grid of Spin Image

Signatures (SISG + Dims). Fig. 4.8 (left) shows the precision-recall curves obtained

by the three sets of features. Once again the precision-recall curves are generated by

varying the probabilistic classification threshold between [0.5, 1]. Although using just

dimensions features or the original spin image signatures can lead to higher precision

values, this comes at the cost of much lower recall.

When trained on 3 scans (randomly selected and repeated for 10 trials) using di-

mensions features only, our approach achieves a maximum F-score of 0.63. Using the

original Spin Image Signatures and dimensions features, we achieved an F-score of

0.64. Finally, using our Grid Spin Image Signatures and dimensions features achieved

an F-score of 0.67. Due to noise and occlusions in the scans, as well as imperfect seg-

mentation, the classes are not easily separable just based on bounding box dimensions

alone. Also, our Grid Spin Image Signature features perform better than the original,

rotation-invariant, Spin Image Signatures, justifying our modification to remove their

rotation-invariance.
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Figure 4.8: Precision-recall curves comparing different approaches: (left) using var-

ious sets of features. (right) Using our probabilistic classification and recognition

confidence scoring.

4.5.5 Classification Method Comparison

In this experiment, we compared our probabilistic classification approach to the recog-

nition confidence scoring method described in [95]. To use this scoring function, the

distances must first be rescaled so that 0 denotes perfect similarity and 1 represents

the decision boundary (as opposed to 0 in the standard SVM formulation). Letting

E be the list of exemplars associated with segment z (i.e. E = {e | De(z) ≤ 1}), the

recognition confidence is defined as

s(z, E) = 1/
∑
e∈E

1

De(z)
(4.11)

The intuition here is that a lower score is better, and this is attained by having many

exemplars with low distances to our segment z. The resulting precision-recall curves

are shown in Fig. 4.8 (right). Just as in the previous experiments, the precision-

recall curve for our probabilistic classification is generated by varying the probability

threshold between [0, 1]. The precision-recall curve for recognition confidence scoring

is generated by thresholding on the recognition confidence, with the label for each

point being the majority label of all segments containing that point. For clarity, only
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the result from training on 5 scans (randomly selected and repeated for 10 trials) is

shown, but the trend from training on 3 scans is identical. As evident from the plot,

the probabilistic classification method attains recalls between 30-50 percentage points

above recognition confidence scoring for corresponding precision values.

4.5.6 Effect of Varying the K Parameters

Two important parameters in our domain adaptation approach are Ks and Kt, which

control the number of source domain and target domain exemplars to associate with

each exemplar during the distance function learning process. The optimal setting

for these parameters depends on a number of factors. The absolute number of Ks

and Kt depends on the number of training exemplars and the amount of intra-class

variation, while the ratio between the two depends on how different the source and

target domains are from each other. Ks and Kt are determined via a grid search over

possible settings of these two parameters. Cross-validation within the training data is

used to select the setting that yields the highest F-score. Fig. 4.9 shows a plot of how

the performance of our approach varies with different settings of Ks and Kt. A higher

value for Kt than Ks is favored, which is to be expected since target domain exemplars

tend to be more useful than source domain exemplars. Although the approach does

best when Ks is set to be low, source domain exemplars are not completely ignored.

They still play an important role as negative exemplars. Increasing either parameter

beyond a certain value leads to degradations in performance. There is a single mode

around which the maximum performance is attained. The specific optimum setting

was found to be Ks = 3, Kt = 15.

4.6 Related Work

The problem of object recognition has been studied extensively by the computer vision

community. Recently, there has been a focus on using large, web-based data sets for

object and scene recognition [90, 95, 112, 134] and scene completion [59]. These
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Figure 4.9: F-scores for different values of the Ks and Kt parameters used during

training of the exemplar-based domain adaptation approach.

techniques take a radically different approach to the computer vision problem; they

tackle the complexity of the visual world by using millions of weakly labeled images

along with non-parametric techniques instead of parametric, model-based approaches.

The goal of our work is similar to these previous works, but these approaches have

been both trained and evaluated on web-based data. In our case, we are applying the

learned classifier to shape-based object recognition using data collected from a robot,

which can have characteristics very different from the web-based data used to train

the system.

The shape retrieval community has designed many 3D shape description features

and methods for searching through a database to retrieve objects that match a given

query object. Shape retrieval methods have been proposed using a number of features

including 3D shape contexts [77], 3D Zernike descriptors [103], and spin image signa-

tures [70, 5]. However, the focus of this line of work is retrieving similar objects rather

than the classification of the query object. Our approach uses one particular shape

descriptor, spin image signatures, from this community, but with a modification that
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Figure 4.10: (top) Ground truth classification for part of a 3D laser scan. Colors

indicate ground plane (cyan) and object types (green: tree, blue: car, yellow: street

sign, purple: person, red: building, grey: other, white: not classified). (bottom)

Classification achieved by our approach. As can be seen, most of the objects are

classified correctly. The street signs in the back and the car near the center are not

labeled since they are not close enough to any exemplar.
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eliminates its rotation-invariance. Rotation-invariance makes sense in the context of

shape retrieval if the query object can be presented in any orientation. Real-world

data, however, often appears in very constrained set of orientations and so it can be

a very useful cue.

Recently, several robotics research groups have also developed techniques for clas-

sification tasks based on visual and laser range information [141, 4, 36, 135, 116]. In

robotics, Saxena and colleagues [118] used synthetically generated images of objects

to learn grasp points for manipulation. Their system learned good grasp points solely

based on synthetic training data. Newman’s group has also done classification in

maps constructed using laser range and camera data [107]. Their work has thus far

been concerned with terrain classification as opposed to the classification and localiza-

tion of specific objects. [104] is an earlier work on 3D point cloud classification using

Gentle AdaBoost. Although they demonstrated good results detecting office chairs in

several indoor scenes, our comparison against a LogitBoost classifier suggests that an

off-the-shelf boosting algorithm will not perform well on our data set, which contains

a lot of variability in objects, orientations, and occlusions.

The problem of combining data from different sources is a major area of research in

natural language processing and computer vision [67, 53, 6, 111, 26, 114, 133]. Here,

text sources from very different topic domains are often combined to help classifica-

tion. Several relevant techniques have been developed for transfer learning [24, 30]

and, more recently, domain adaptation [26, 69, 33, 32]. In this chapter, we have

applied one of the state-of-the-art domain adaptation techniques from the NLP com-

munity [33] to the problem of 3D point cloud classification and showed that it can

significantly improve performance. In addition, we also presented an alternative do-

main adaptation technique specific to per-exemplar distance function learning and

showed that it attains slightly better performance.
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4.7 Summary

The computer vision community has recently shown that using large sets of weakly

labeled image data can help tremendously to deal with the complexity of the visual

world. When trying to leverage large data sets to help classification tasks in robotics,

one main obstacle is that data collected by a mobile robot typically has very different

characteristics from data available on the World Wide Web, for example. For instance,

our experiments show that simply adding Trimble 3D Warehouse objects to manually

labeled 3D point clouds without treating them differently can decrease the accuracy

of the resulting classifier.

In this chapter we presented a domain adaptation approach that overcomes this

problem. Our technique is based on an exemplar learning approach developed in the

context of image-based classification [95]. We showed how this approach can be ap-

plied to 3D point cloud data and extended it to the domain adaptation setting. For

each scene, we generate a “soup of segments” in order to generate multiple possible

segmentations of the point cloud. The experimental results show that our domain

adaptation improves the classification accuracy of the original exemplar-based ap-

proach and clearly outperforms boosting and multi-class SVM classifiers trained on

the same data. The approach was additionally evaluated on a data set of indoor

objects and achieved very promising results, demonstrating the effectiveness of the

approach in a wide range of problem domains.

A key strength of the exemplar-based distance learning approach presented here is

that the objective function explicitly learns the weights for combining multiple types

of features. However, learning a distance function for every exemplar can be very

expensive for a large dataset. In the RGB-D Object Dataset, exemplars are grouped

into object instances which have very similar appearance, since they are just the same

object viewed from different angles. In such a scenario, it makes sense to learn only

a single distance function for each object. In the next chapter, we present a distance
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learning approach that learns per-object rather than per-exemplar distances.
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Chapter 5

DISTANCE LEARNING FOR RGB-D OBJECT
RECOGNITION

5.1 Background

RGB-D cameras output two different streams of data: RGB images and depth images.

As seen in Chapter 3, extracting features from both streams and combining them

yields better performance than either alone. However, combining features of different

dimensionality and range of values is non-trivial. Methods for doing so include feature

scaling [18, 46], multiple kernel learning [7, 128], and distance learning (e.g. [144, 140]),

in particular local distance learning [121]. Local distance learning has been extensively

studied and demonstrated for object recognition, both for color images [49, 50, 95]. In

Chapter 4, we presented an exemplar-based distance learning approach for 3D point

clouds. A key property of these approaches is that they can model complex decision

boundaries by combining elementary distances. Local distance learning, however,

is not without issues. For our problem setting, there are two main limitations to

overcome: (1) existing formulations of local distance learning do not capture the

relations between object categories and specific instances under them; (2) they provide

no means for selecting representative views, or example images, of instances and thus

become very inefficient if a large number of views are collected for each object.

In this chapter we propose an approach for Instance Distance Learning (IDL):

instead of learning per-view distances, we define and optimize a per-instance distance

that combines all views of an object instance (see Fig. 5.1). By learning a distance

function jointly for all views of a particular object, our approach significantly outper-

forms view-based distance learning for RGB, Depth, and RGB+Depth recognition.
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Figure 5.1: Two distance learning approaches. (Left) Local distance learning uses a

view-to-view distance, typically followed by a k-nearest neighbor rule. (Right) The

proposed instance distance learning, where we use the weighted average distance from

a view x to an object instance Y which consists of a set of views of the same object.

This result can also be motivated as subclass classification [138, 37]. In addition, joint

instance distance learning naturally leads to a sparse solution using Group-Lasso reg-

ularization, where a sparse set of views of each instance is selected from a large pool of

views. Thus, IDL provides a data-driven way to select informative training examples

for each object and significantly sparsify the data set, discarding redundant views and

speeding up classification. We show that IDL achieves sparse solutions without any

decrease in performance.

5.2 Learning Instance Distances

In this section, we describe how to learn instance distance functions for classification

tasks in the context of image classification. In image classification, we are given a set

of objects Y . The goal is to learn a classifier to predict category and instance labels

of images, or views, outside the training set. One of the simplest methods to do this

is to find nearest neighbors of the test view and make a prediction based on the labels

of these nearest neighbors. In this section, we show how to improve this approach by

learning an instance distance function. We start by considering a simple classification

rule, the nearest instance classifier, which labels incoming test images x using the
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label of the nearest instance (an extension to k-nearest instances is straightforward):

cx = argmin
i,j

1

|Yij|
∑
y∈Yij

d(x, y) (5.1)

Here, Yij denotes the set of views taken of the j-th instance of the i-th category. As

can be seen, cx is the object that appears most similar to the test image, averaged

over its views. d(x, y) can be any distance function between views x and y. In this

work, we use the l2 distance d(x, y) = ‖x − y‖. The nearest instance classifier given

in (5.1) can be used for both category and instance recognition: The index i provides

the category and the index j gives the corresponding instance. Unfortunately, the

nearest instance classifier can often perform poorly in practice due to the difficulties

of finding a good distance measure.

We now consider a significantly more powerful variant by learning an instance dis-

tance function for recognition. In many problems there are multiple features available

and the best performance is obtained by using all available information. To do so, we

replace the scalar distance d(x, y) between two views x and y by a vector d(x, y) of

separate l2 feature distances. The corresponding instance distance function between

example x and the j-th instance of i-th category Yij can then be written as

fij(x) =
1

|Yij|
∑
y∈Yij

w>y d(x, y) + bij (5.2)

where W is a set of weight vectors wy for all y ∈ Yij. Unlike the nearest instance

classifier, this significantly more expressive distance function allows the classifier to

assign different weights to each feature and for each view, enabling it to adapt to the

data. Note that we have added a bias term, bij, to the instance distance function

to allow negative values. The weight vector wy is D-dimensional, where D is the

number of different features extracted for each view. Note also that each example

view has a different weight vector. Due to this, the functions do not define a true

distance metric, as they are asymmetric. This is advantageous since different examples
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Figure 5.2: Decision boundaries found by two instance distance classifiers on a two-

dimensional dataset. (Left) instance distance learning with l2 regularization. (Right)

instance distance learning with data sparsification, which retains only 8% of data

(stronger colors) and still has a similar decision boundary.

may have different sets of features that are better for distinguishing them from other

examples, or views.

When learning the weight vector for an instance, it is necessary to distinguish

between category and instance classification. For instance recognition, the weight

Wij defining the distance function for the j-th instance in category i can be learned

using the following l2 regularized loss function:

∑
x∈Yij

L(−fij(x)) +
∑

x∈Y \Yij

L(fij(x)) + λW>
ijWij (5.3)

where we have chosen L(z) = max(0, 1 − z)2, the squared hinge loss. The first term

penalizes misclassification of views x ∈ Yij that belong to the same instance. The

second term similarly penalizes misclassification of negative examples, or views, by

incurring a loss when their distance is small. Note that the negative examples also

include views of different instances that belong to the same category i. The final term

is a standard l2 regularizer, biasing the system to learn smaller weight vectors. This

objective function is convex and can be optimized using standard optimization algo-
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rithms. We use an L-BFGS solver in our experiments. Given a test image x, we assign

to it the category or instance label of the nearest object using cx = argmini,j fij(x).

For category recognition, we learn the instance distance by minimizing the following

l2 regularized loss: ∑
x∈Yi

L(−fij(x)) +
∑

x∈Y \Yi

L(fij(x)) + λW>
ijWij (5.4)

where Yi =
⋃Ni

s=1 Yis and Ni is the number of instances in the i− th category. The key

difference between the instance recognition and the category recognition loss is that

in the former, only the views of the same instance are positive examples, whereas in

the latter the views of all instances in the same category become positive examples.

Fig. 5.2 (left) shows the decision boundary obtained with instance distance learn-

ing on a two-dimensional dataset. The dataset contains two classes: red and blue.

There are two separate instances in the blue class and they lie on opposite sides of

the single red class instance. Instance distance learning is able to find a very good

decision boundary separating the two classes.

5.3 Example Selection via Group-Lasso

An important property of the instance distance we defined in Section 5.2 is that it

allows for data sparsification. This is achieved by replacing l2 regularization in (5.3)

with Group-Lasso [147, 99], resulting in the following objective function:∑
x∈Yij

L(−fij(x)) +
∑

x∈Y \Yij

L(fij(x)) + λ
∑
y∈Yij

√
w>y wy (5.5)

Here, the first two terms optimize over individual components of the instance weight

vector, and the third, Group-Lasso, term drives the weight vectors of individual views

toward zero. Group-Lasso achieves this by grouping the weight components of indi-

vidual views in the penalty term. In contrast to previous work that make use of the

Group-Lasso for encouraging feature sparsity, here we use it to encourage data spar-

sity. In other words, optimizing this objective function yields a supervised method
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for choosing a subset of representative examples, or views. If the Group-Lasso drives

an entire weight vector wy to 0, the corresponding example no longer affects the de-

cision boundary and has effectively been removed by the optimization. The degree

of sparsity can be tuned by varying the λ parameter. Intuitively, data sparsity is

often possible because many examples may lie well within the decision region or are

densely packed together. Removing such examples would reduce the magnitude of the

regularization term while having little or no effect on the loss terms. Each data point

is only one of many that contribute to the instance distance and redundant examples

would not significantly influence the decision boundary.

The advantage of data sparsification using the proposed objective function is

twofold. As explained above, the proposed technique can remove redundant and

uninformative examples. Secondly, removing examples from consideration at test

time results in computational cost savings which counteracts the data-size-dependent

time complexity of nearest neighbor techniques.

For category level, the group lasso based instance distance learning uses the fol-

lowing objective function

∑
x∈Yi

L(−fij(x)) +
∑

x∈Y \Yi

L(fij(x)) + λ
∑
y∈Yij

√
w>y wy (5.6)

Fig. 5.2 (right) shows a data sparsification example using instance distance learn-

ing with Group-Lasso. In this two-dimensional dataset, the technique is able to throw

away 92% of the data and still obtain decision boundaries that closely match the one

learned without data sparsification.

5.4 Experiments

We apply the proposed Instance Distance Learning (IDL) to two related object recog-

nition tasks: category recognition and instance recognition. In category recognition,

the system is trained on several objects belonging to each category and the task is to
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classify a never-before-seen object into one of the categories. In the instance recog-

nition task, the system is presented with multiple views of each object, and the task

is to classify never-before-seen views of these same objects. The experimental results

in this section demonstrate that our technique obtains good performance on both

recognition tasks, particularly when taking full advantage of both shape and visual

information available from the sensor. The technique is able to not only automatically

sparsify training data, but it also exceeds the performance of several alternative ap-

proaches and baselines, even after sparsification. We also apply the instance distance

learning technique to object detection and show that it is able to detect objects in a

cluttered scene.

5.4.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate our technique on the RGB-D Object Dataset (see Chapter 2) consisting

of cropped and segmented images of distinct objects spun around on a turntable.

We use the same subsampled dataset as in the object recognition experiments in

Section 3.2 and extract the same features including EMK spin images, EMK SIFT

features, and texton histograms (see Section 3.2).

For EMK spin image features, we once again divide an axis-aligned bounding cube

around each view into a 3× 3× 3 grid and compute a 1000-dimensional EMK feature

in each of the 27 cells separately. We also once again perform principal component

analysis (PCA) on the EMK features in each cell and take the first 100 components.

Finally, we once again include as shape features the width, depth and height of a

3D bounding box around the view. Instead of concatenating all of these into a 2703-

dimensional descriptor as was done in Section 3.2, we treat each of the 27 EMK

spin image cells and each of the bounding cube width, depth, and height as separate

features. This gives us a total of 30 shape descriptors. For visual features, we once

again divide the image into a 2× 2 grid and compute EMK SIFT features separately

in each cell. We also once again extract texton histograms [88], a color histogram and
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the mean and standard deviation of each color channel. There are a total of 13 visual

descriptors. Since there are a total of 43 feature descriptors, in these experiments IDL

learns distance functions where the weight vector of each view, wy, is 43-dimensional.

5.4.2 Performance Comparisons

Given the above set of features, we evaluate the category and instance recognition

performance of the proposed instance distance learning technique and compare it to

a number of alternative state-of-the-art classifiers:

• IDL: Our proposed instance distance learning algorithm with l2 regularization.

• EB LOCAL: The exemplar-based local distance function learning of Chapter 4

without domain adaptation, i.e. as originally proposed by Malisiewicz et al. [95].

• SVM: linear support vector machine

• RF: random forest classifier [21]

We follow the experimental setup in Section 3.2 to allow for direct comparisons.

For category recognition, we randomly leave one object out from each category for

testing and train the classifier on all views of the remaining objects. For instance

recognition, we divide each video into 3 consecutive sequences of equal length and

for each object instance. There are 3 heights (videos) for each object, so this gives

9 video sequences for each instance. We randomly select 7 of these for training and

test on the remaining 2.

To verify that our technique is indeed able to take advantage of both shape and

visual information available from the RGB-D camera, we evaluated the performance

of all the techniques using only shape-based features, only visual-based feature, and

using both shape and visual features. Table 5.1 shows the overall classification per-

formance of the different algorithms on both category-level and instance-level recog-
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Figure 5.3: Confusion matrices (row-normalized) for sparse instance distance learning

on (left) category recognition and (right) instance recognition.

nition. As can be seen from the results, our technique substantially improves upon

the performance of a competitive exemplar-based local distance method and other

state-of-the-art classification techniques in most cases or otherwise gets comparable

performance.

Overall, visual features are more useful than shape features for both category

level and instance level recognition. However, shape features are relatively more

useful in category recognition, while visual features are relatively more effective in

instance recognition. This is exactly what we should expect, since a particular object

instance has a fairly constant visual appearance across views, while objects in the

same category can have different texture and color. On the other hand, shape tends

to be stable across a category in many cases, thereby making instance recognition via

shape more difficult. The fact that combining both shape and visual features enables

our technique to perform better on both tasks demonstrates that our technique can

take advantage of both shape and visual features. This same trend was also observed

in Section 3.2.
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5.4.3 Data Sparsification Results

Fig. 5.4 (left) shows the classification accuracy of two data sparsification techniques

at varying levels of data sparsity: 1) running instance distance learning technique

on a uniform random downsampling of the training data and 2) our sparse instance

distance learning (IDL SPARSE). The curve for IDL SPARSE is generated by varying

the regularization tradeoff parameter, λ. The plot shows that IDL SPARSE is able

to sparsify the data considerably (up to a factor of 1
5
) without causing any significant

loss in accuracy. Note that IDL SPARSE does not necessarily converge to the same

accuracy as IDL because the techniques use different regularization. The two tech-

niques are only identical when the regularization tradeoff parameter is set to 0, but

this would lead to overfitting.

Although uniform random downsampling is a näıve form of sparsification, it ac-

tually works very well on our dataset, since uniform sampling of video frames gives

good coverage of object views. Nevertheless, the plot clearly shows that IDL SPARSE

obtains higher classification accuracy than random downsampling across all levels of

data sparsity. Fig. 5.4 (right) shows some example views retained for several objects.

Fig. 5.3 shows the confusion matrices between the 51 categories for category recog-

nition (left) and the 300 instances for instance recognition (right). In the category

recognition run, the sparse instance distance learning obtained an overall accuracy

of 83% and retained 15% of the training data. In the instance recognition run, the

technique obtained an overall accuracy of 89.7% and retained 19% of the training

data.

5.4.4 3D Object Category Dataset

In addition to the novel RGB-D Object Dataset that we collected, we also evaluated

instance distance learning (IDL) on a publicly available image-only dataset: the 3D

object category dataset presented by Savarese et al. [117]. There are 8 object cat-
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Figure 5.4: (Left) Number of examples retained versus classification accuracy of two

example selection techniques: 1) random downsampling and 2) sparse instance dis-

tance learning. Accuracy of Instance distance learning is shown for comparison.

(Right) Data selection with Group-Lasso: A small set of representative views that

were chosen for several objects.

egories in the dataset: bike, shoe, car, iron, mouse, cellphone, stapler, and toaster.

For each category, the dataset contains images of 10 individual object instances under

8 viewing angles, 3 heights and 3 scales for a total number of 7000 images that are

all roughly 400× 300 pixels. We evaluated IDL on category level recognition on this

dataset using the same setup as [117]: we randomly select 7 instances per category for

training and use the rest for testing. The furthest scale is not considered for testing.

IDL obtains substantially higher accuracy (80.1%) than the results reported in [117]

(75.7%).

5.4.5 Object Detection

In this section, we apply instance distance learning to the problem of object detection.

In object detection, the system is given a fixed set of objects to search for and trains

the appropriate detectors beforehand. At test time, the system is presented with a

set of images and must identify all objects of interest that are present in the image
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by specifying bounding boxes around them. Given the task of identifying a particular

set of objects, an instance distance classifier is trained for each instance by using

views in the particular instance as positive examples. The set of negative examples

is constructed from views of other objects as well as a separate set of background

images that do not contain any objects the system is tasked to find. At test time,

the system is presented with a video sequence taken from a particular scene, e.g. a

kitchen area or an office table. Similar to the approach presented in Section 3.3, the

system runs a sliding window detector of a fixed size across each video frame. The

window sliding is once again done over an image pyramid to search across 20 scales.

As before, we perform non-maximum suppression to remove multiple overlapping

detections. The difference is that instead of invoking a linear SVM classifier at each

window, an instance distance classifier is used instead. The classifier returns a score,

which we threshold to obtain bounding boxes. As in Section 3.3, we use HOG features

extracted from the RGB image, HOG features extracted from the depth image, and

normalized depth histogram features.

We evaluated the IDL classifier on the object detection task on a video sequence

of an office environment from the RGB-D Scenes Dataset. Objects were placed on

a table and the system was tasked with finding the soda can, coffee mug, and cap

in the video sequence. The cereal box acts as a distractor object and sometimes

occludes the objects of interest. Following the PASCAL VOC evaluation metric, a

candidate detection is considered correct if the intersection of the predicted bounding

box and the ground truth bounding box is more than half of their union. Only one of

multiple successful detections for the same ground truth is considered correct and the

rest are counted as false positives. Fig. 5.5 (left) shows the precision-recall curves of

the individual object detectors as well as the overall precision-recall curve for all the

objects. Each precision-recall curve is generated by ranking the resulting detections

using scores returned by the classifier and thresholding on them. Each threshold gives

a point along the curve. We run only the detector for the particular object to generate
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Figure 5.5: Object detection results on a video sequence. (Left) Precision-recall curves

of individual bowl, coffee mug, and soda can detectors and aggregated detections.

(Right) Example video frame with detection results.

the precision-recall curves for the individual objects. For the multiple-object curve,

we run all three object detectors and pool all candidate detections across objects

and generate a single precision-recall curve. The precision-recall curves show that

IDL attains good performance on the object detection task. Even when searching

for three different objects by running multiple detectors in the video sequence, there

is only a slight drop in the precision and recall. Fig. 5.5 (right) shows an example

multi-object detection. Here the system is able to correctly locate the three objects

even though there are other objects and background clutter in the scene.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter we studied both object category and instance recognition using the

RGB-D Object Dataset (see Chapter 2), a large RGB-D (color+depth) dataset of

everyday objects. Our work is of interest both in terms of algorithm design and of

the empirical validations on appearance and depth cues for recognition. Our key

insight is that because a category consists of different objects, there is a natural

division of a category into subclasses, and this motivates our use of the instance
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distance. We show that by jointly learning the weights in this distance function, we

outperform alternative state-of-the-art approaches. The proposed instance distance

learning provides a distance measure for evaluating the similarity of a view to a known

set of objects. This information can be used as input to other robotics tasks, such

as grasping. An interesting direction for future work is to treat the training data as

an object database where grasping information is stored for each object. When the

robot encounters an object in the world, it can use the instance distance classifier to

match the object to objects in the database to retrieve potential grasps.

The use of Group-Lasso allows us to find a compact representation of each ob-

ject instance as a small set of views without compromising accuracy. With the ever

increasing size of data sets available on the World Wide Web, sparsification of such

data will become more important. While the current technique assumes an offline

setting, the development of online Group-Lasso style sparsification is an interesting

and promising direction for future work.

Finally, we showed that using both shape and visual features achieves higher

performance than either set of cues alone for both category and instance recognition.

This matches what we saw with existing techniques in Chapter 3, lending further

support to the importance of combining RGB images and 3D point cloud data.

While category and instance recognition are both very important capabilities for

intelligent systems, in many robotics applications where the system must interact

with the environment, pose estimation is also necessary. For example, whether a

mug handle is facing left or right can inform a robot planning to grasp the object,

and whether a mug upside down confers information about whether it is currently

being used. In the next chapter, we present a scalable algorithm that simultaneously

estimates the category, instance, and pose of an object.
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Chapter 6

JOINT RGB-D OBJECT RECOGNITION AND POSE
ESTIMATION

6.1 Background

In the previous chapter, we presented an algorithm for object category and instance

recognition. In practice, object recognition has multiple levels of semantics and mul-

tiple usage scenarios. When an autonomous robot encounters an object, we would

like it to answer any or all of the following questions: Is this a coffee mug or a plate?

(category recognition); Is this Alice’s coffee mug or Bob’s coffee mug? (instance

recognition); Am I looking at the mug with the handle facing left or right? (pose

recognition or approximate pose estimation). Although it is clear that category, in-

stance, and pose recognition are closely connected and multiple facets of a single

object perception problem, they have traditionally been studied in different contexts

and solved using different techniques. The computer vision community has focused

on category-level recognition and developed sophisticated features [93, 13] and match-

ing techniques [86, 42]. There have been efforts to study the problem of discrete (or

rough) pose estimation [117], and it has been recently shown that category recognition

and discrete pose recognition can be solved together [56]. The robotics community

has typically focused on instance recognition and pose estimation, with techniques

using sparse feature matching for textured object labeling [96], or ICP alignment for

generic 3D pose estimation [10, 76].

One other prevailing issue and urgent need of practical object recognition research

is that of scalability. For practical systems, partly because of the need for real-time

processing, recognition is traditionally demonstrated on only a handful of objects.
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Recent studies have started to push the limit to dozens of object instances [96], but it

is still in sharp contrast with the possibly thousands of objects one would encounter

in everyday life. In computer vision, there have been ambitious efforts to move up

to 100, 000 object classes [34], and the machine learning community has developed

scalable tree-based approaches to solve such large-scale problems [9]. A two-stage

approach has also been proposed to handle large-scale recognition by filtering the

database into small sets [60]. There have been few such studies on scalable object

recognition from a practical perspective. For example, in practice there is a strong

need for online incremental learning, as an autonomous agent constantly explores and

learns about novel objects.

In this chapter, we describe a tree-based approach that simultaneously solves the

three object recognition problems: category, instance, and pose [81]. We evaluate the

performance of this technique on the RGB-D Object Dataset that was introduced in

Chapter 2.

6.2 Object-Pose Tree

In this section, we describe the Object-Pose Tree, which we first proposed in [81]. The

Object-Pose Tree is an object recognition framework that simultaneously addresses

category, instance, and pose recognition. These three levels of object recognition

form a tree as naturally defined by the semantic structures: a category covers multiple

instances, an instance covers multiple (discrete) “views”, and each view is a collection

of (continuous) object poses (Fig. 6.1). We show that all three recognition tasks can

be performed robustly and efficiently by traversing the tree. The tree, or hierarchical,

view of the three tasks enables us to jointly learn recognition models at all three

levels.

Our joint recognition approach directly tackles the problem of scalability. We show

that (1) our tree-based approach leads to efficient recognition without losing accuracy;

(2) the tree structure allows efficient and joint training of recognition models at all
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levels, much faster than standard 1-vs-All training; and (3) online learning, based

on stochastic gradient descent, allows us to efficiently update an existing tree model

and incorporate novel objects. By solving three recognition tasks together, we are

able to perform near real-time recognition over thousands of object poses much more

efficiently and accurately than nearest neighbor retrieval or 1-vs-All classifiers.

In the joint category, instance, and pose recognition task, we are given a set of

training samples {xi, yCi , yIi , yVi , yPi }Ni=1 where inputs xi are cropped and segmented

images of objects, the outputs yCi ,yIi , y
V
i , and yPi are respectively the categories,

instances, views, and poses of the objects, and N is the number of training samples.

The goal is to predict the category name, instance name and pose of unseen images.

An intermediate view level between the instance and pose levels is added where each

view contains a set of nearby poses (see Chapter 2 for more details). To estimate the

category, instance, and pose of a given object jointly, we build an Object-Pose Tree

(OP-Tree). The OP-Tree is a semantically structured tree of classifiers that consists

of four levels: category, instance, view, and pose as illustrated in Fig. 6.1, where one

classifier (semantic label) is associated with each tree node.

6.2.1 Joint Category, Instance & Pose Recognition

To learn an OP-Tree, we will minimize the empirical loss on a set of labeled training

data. Before defining this loss, we need to specify the classification performed by the

OP-Tree. At test-time, the OP-Tree recognizes an object by evaluating the tree of

classifiers one level at a time. The category-level classifiers are first evaluated and the

object is assigned the category label of the highest scoring classifier

FC(x) = argmax
i

fCi (x) , (6.1)

where fCi (x) is the output of the binary classifier for category i.

The system then evaluates the set of instance classifiers belonging to the assigned

category label and selects the instance label of the highest scoring classifier at the
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Figure 6.1: Category, instance, and pose recognition of a box of Bran Flakes cereal

using the Object-Pose Tree. The system labels the test image by evaluating a set of

classifiers arranged in a semantically structured tree, starting with the category-level

at the top and traversing down the tree to the instance, view, and finally the pose

level at the bottom. The system finds the most similar (but not identical) pose in the

training set.
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instance level. The system continues down through the view and pose levels to fi-

nally assign a pose label to the image. Instance, view, and pose classification are

summarized by the following rule:

F s(x) = argmax
i:(F r(x),i)∈E

f si (x), (6.2)

(s, r) ∈ {(I, C), (V, I), (P, V )}

Here, the set of edges E = (p1, c1), . . . , (p|E|, c|E|) contains ordered pairs of parent and

child node indices, and f si (x) are the classifiers associated with the nodes i at level s.

For example, the pose of an input x is predicted as

F P (x) = argmax
i:(FV (x),i)∈E

fPi (x), (6.3)

where F V (x) is the predicted view, and the maximization is performed over all pose

classifiers fPi (x) associated with that specific view.

We are now ready to specify the empirical loss associated with a set of labeled

inputs xi. Note that since the view level is only added for efficiency reasons, the loss

is specified only at the category, instance, and pose level:

Remp =
1

N

N∑
i=1

δ(FC(xi) 6= yCi )

+
1

N

N∑
i=1

max
s∈{C,I}

δ(F s(xi) 6= ysi )

+
1

N

N∑
i=1

max{ max
s∈{C,I}

δ(F s(xi) 6= ysi ), max
s∈{V,P}

∆(F s(xi), y
s
i )} . (6.4)

Here, δ(·) is the indicator function, and ∆(·) is a continuous loss function normalized

into [0, 1]. The first term measures the error for assigning an incorrect category

label. The second and third terms, which account for the errors of instance and pose

recognition, respectively, take the maximum over multiple levels of the tree because

a mistake at any of the higher levels will also lead to an incorrect prediction. For

example, if the tree makes a mistake at the category level for a particular object, it

will also fail on both the instance and pose recognition task. In other words, Remp is
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a path loss that sums the number of nodes that do not match the true path for every

training example.

Unlike category and instance recognition, which involve a discrete set of labels, for

pose recognition it is natural to consider a continuous loss function. In our application,

we represent views and poses as angles in [0, 2π] and use the following continuous loss

to measure the difference between two views or pose labels:

∆(yi, yj) =
min{|yi − yj|, 2π − |yi − yj|}

π
(6.5)

This function converts angle differences into a value in [0, 1] to make the loss compa-

rable with the 0-1 loss metric used at the category and instance levels.

Although the empirical loss described above is ideal, using it would yield a combi-

natorial optimization problem. We approximate this non-differentiable empirical loss

with the hinge loss (used in support vector machines) to get a convex optimization

problem. For efficiency we use linear classifiers f si (x) = (wsi )
>x+ bsi . At the category

level, this hinge loss exactly corresponds to the loss function for a joint multi-class

support vector machine [29]:

RC
svm =

1

N

N∑
i=1

ξCi (6.6)

s.t. fCyCi
(xi)− fCy (xi) ≥ 1− ξCi ,∀y ∈ LC

ξCi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N

where LC is the category label set.

We approximate the empirical loss over multiple levels of the tree using the ap-

proach proposed in [9], which takes the largest loss from the current level and the

levels above (the ancestral levels). The hinge loss over the instance and pose levels
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are given by

RI
svm =

1

N

N∑
i=1

max{ξCi , ξIi } (6.7)

s.t. fCyCi
(xi)− fCy (xi) ≥ 1− ξCi ,∀y ∈ LC

f IyIi
(xi)− f Iy (xi) ≥ 1− ξIi , ∀y : (yCi , y) ∈ E

ξCi , ξ
I
i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N

and

RP
svm =

1

N

N∑
i=1

max{ξCi , ξIi , ξVi , ξPi } (6.8)

s.t. fCyCi
(xi)− fCy (xi) ≥ 1− ξCi ,∀y ∈ LC

f IyIi
(xi)− f Iy (xi) ≥ 1− ξIi ,∀y : (yCi , y) ∈ E

fVyVi
(xi)− fVy (xi) ≥ ∆(yVi , y)− ξVi ,∀y : (yIi , y) ∈ E

fPyPi
(xi)− fPy (xi) ≥ ∆(yPi , y)− ξPi , ∀y : (yVi , y) ∈ E

ξCi , ξ
I
i , ξ

V
i , ξ

P
i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N

where y : (yCi , y) ∈ E is the set of child nodes of the node yCi and similarly for yIi , y
V
i ,

and yPi .

We learn the weights of classifiers by optimizing the overall convex loss function,

the summation of three above convex loss functions (Eq. 6.6), (Eq. 6.7), and (Eq. 6.8)

and a convex term:

W ∗ = argmin
W
{Rsvm =

λ

2
W>W +RC

svm +RI
svm +RP

svm} (6.9)

where the first term is the l2-norm regularizer, λ is the trade-off parameter, and W

is the concatenation of all weight vectors in the tree.

6.2.2 Object-Pose Tree Learning

We optimize eq. 6.9 using stochastic gradient descent (SGD), which is suitable to

problems where the full gradients decompose as a sum of individual gradients of the
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training samples. Unlike batch methods that estimate gradients using the full set of

training samples, SGD approximates gradients using only a subset of training samples

of fixed size and thus makes the cost of each iteration constant. This makes SGD

a practical choice for large datasets. We use the SGD algorithm proposed by [122]

which iteratively updates model parameters in two steps. The first step is

Wt+ 1
2

= Wt +
1

λt

∂Rt
svm

∂Wt

(6.10)

where Rt
svm is the hinge loss over a randomly chosen subset of training samples at

step t, and the learning rate is set to be 1
λt

. In the second step, we set Wt to be the

projection of Wt+ 1
2

onto the set {B = W : ‖W‖ ≤ 1√
λ
}

Wt+1 = min{1, 1√
λ‖Wt+ 1

2
‖
}Wt+ 1

2
(6.11)

[122] present theoretical guarantees and empirical results to demonstrate that this

stochastic gradient descent algorithm converges in reasonable time. As our experi-

ments will demonstrate, our experience also confirms the usefulness of this optimiza-

tion technique.

The ability to update the classification model in an incremental fashion is impor-

tant for certain applications. Consider the scenario where there is an ever-growing

database of objects shared by a number of robots for doing object recognition, where

objects may be added to the database at any time. In such a scenario we want the

model to be updated quickly so that robots can begin recognizing the newly added

objects.

An important advantage of the proposed OP-Tree learning technique is that the

tree can be quickly updated in an incremental fashion. Using stochastic gradient

descent to optimize the tree parameters allows incremental updating of the tree as

the system encounters new objects. This is accomplished simply by continuously

running SGD as objects are added to the tree. The parameters of each new classifier

is initialized using parameters from a randomly chosen sibling, while existing classifiers
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Figure 6.2: (Left) Optimization convergence comparison of stochastic gradient descent

from scratch (SGD) and stochastic gradient descent starting with parameters learned

for 290 objects and adding 10 more (Warm SGD). (Right) Instance recognition test

accuracy of stochastic gradient descent from scratch (SGD) and stochastic gradient

descent with pre-initialized parameters (Warm SGD), starting from 250 objects and

adding 10 each round for 5 rounds.

are initialized with their current parameters. The incremental learning samples from

both existing images as well as images of the new objects.

To verify this claim, we conducted an experiment to compare the efficiency of run-

ning SGD from scratch versus initializing parameters with previously learned weights.

We first trained a tree from scratch using 290 objects from the RGB-D Object Dataset

(see Chapter 2). We then consider two methods for updating the tree after adding

ten objects to the classifier: 1) run SGD from scratch on the complete set of 300 ob-

jects (SGD), 2) run SGD with the parameters initialized as described in the previous

paragraph (Warm SGD).

Fig. 6.2 (left) shows how the objective function value changes as the two opti-

mization algorithms proceed. Although the objective value for SGD appears to have

stabilized after 30,000 iterations, we found that test accuracy continued to improve

until 50,000 iterations, using 200 random samples per iteration. In contrast, Warm
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SGD only took 5000 iterations, also 200 samples per iteration, to converge and achieve

the same test accuracy, yielding a 10x speed-up.

We also conducted an experiment where we start with an OP-Tree for 250 objects

and then incrementally add 10 objects at a time for 5 rounds. Fig. 6.2 (right) shows

that Warm SGD achieves comparable instance recognition test accuracies with SGD

from scratch, even though only 5000 iterations were run on each round of Warm

SGD while SGD from scratch had to be run for 50,000 iterations each round to reach

comparable accuracy.

Finally, we verified that the Warm SGD optimization algorithm can learn an entire

OP-Tree from scratch. We started an OP-Tree with no objects and added the entire

dataset of 300 objects, 10 at a time, for 30 rounds. Due to time constraints this

experiment was conducted using only the category and instance levels of the tree.

We found that an OP-Tree learned this way, with 5000 iterations per round, achieved

category and instance recognition accuracy within 1% of running SGD on the full

dataset for 50,000 iterations.

6.3 Experiments

We compared OP-Trees to other approaches using the RGB-D Object Dataset, which

contains images of 300 objects in 51 categories taken from multiple views with a

Kinect-style 3D camera. 640 × 480 RGB and depth image pairs of each object are

taken with the camera mounted at three different heights corresponding to angles of

30◦, 45◦ and 60◦ with the horizon. Each image pair is annotated with ground truth

category and instance labels, as well as pose angles in [0, 2π]. We divide the range of

pose angles into 8 slices each covering 45◦ to form nodes in the view layer of the OP-

Tree. Pose angles are aligned across all video sequences of instances from the same

category. Following the Leave-Sequence-Out evaluation procedure in Section 3.2, we

uniformly sample 48 images per video and use the 30◦ and 60◦ sequences as training

data and the 45◦ sequence for evaluation. This yields around 28,000 RGB + Depth
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image pairs for training and 14,000 for testing. Fig. 2.5 shows some example objects

from the dataset.

6.3.1 Experimental Setup

To represent each RGB+Depth image pair, we first extract gradient and shape kernel

descriptors [13] over a dense 8 × 8 grid from the RGB and depth images separately.

We use Efficient Match Kernels (EMK) described in [17] to generate image-level

features separately for each set of local kernel descriptors. This combination of kernel

descriptors and EMK was demonstrated in [13] to outperform alternative state-of-

the-art techniques on publicly available computer vision datasets like Caltech-101

and CIFAR-10. Our previous work [12] demonstrated that these features outperform

the set of shape and visual features used in [80].

In our experiments we consider three broad approaches: 1) Nearest Neighbor

classification, 2) One-versus-all linear classifier, and 3) the proposed Object-Pose Tree.

A nearest neighbor classifier can solve these 3 tasks jointly by labeling each test

image using the category, instance, and pose labels of the k nearest training images

in feature space. We tried different values of k and found that k = 1 gives the best

results on the RGB-D Object Dataset.

Another approach is to train one-versus-all linear support vector machines sepa-

rately for each recognition task. However, on our dataset a one-vs-all SVM for pose

recognition involves training 28,000 binary classifiers, which did not finish in a reason-

able amount of time. Hence, one must combine the use of one-vs-all classifiers with

an alternative approach for pose estimation. One way is to use the nearest neighbor

training image within the instance predicted using a one-vs-all classifier. Another

way is to fit a ridge regression model for each instance and use the regression model

for the predicted instance to predict the pose angle.

The OP-Tree technique presents a unified framework for jointly addressing cat-

egory, instance, and pose recognition. The regularization trade-off parameter was
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chosen using cross validation on the training set. To demonstrate the merits of this

approach on all three recognition tasks, we also consider alternative methods of do-

ing pose recognition given the category and instance output of the OP-Tree. As in

one-versus-all, we consider using a nearest neighbor classifier or using ridge regression

within the predicted instance for doing pose recognition.

6.3.2 Evaluation Criteria

All of the described approaches are evaluated on three recognition tasks: category,

instance, and pose. We report standard category and instance recognition accuracies.

As mentioned in Section 6.2, pose estimation is naturally a continuous problem, so in

our evaluation we use one minus the continuous loss function (Eq. 6.5) as the pose

accuracy.

6.3.3 Experimental Results

Table 6.1 presents a comparison of the various techniques described above. The re-

sults are grouped into three overall approaches: nearest neighbor (NN), one-versus-all

(1vsA) and Object-Pose Tree (OPTree). Since the different approaches perform dif-

ferently on instance recognition, the pose accuracies given correct instance predictions

are only comparable within an approach but not across approaches. Test times are

given for performing all three recognition tasks on a single test image. Feature ex-

traction takes around one second regardless of the technique and is not included in

the reported running times.

We report pose accuracies under three different scenarios. We chose to report both

median and mean pose accuracies because the distribution across objects is skewed

(see Fig. 6.4). For Avg & Med Pose, pose accuracies are computed on the entire test

set, but images that were assigned an incorrect category or instance label have a pose

accuracy of 0. Avg & Med Pose (C) are computed only on test images that were
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assigned the correct category by the system. Avg & Med Pose (I), are computed only

on test images that were assigned the correct instance by the system.

Compared to alternative approaches, exact nearest neighbor classification (NN)

is extremely slow and gives poor results. Methods for speeding up nearest neighbors

include using a kd-tree and doing approximate nearest neighbors (FLANN) [100]. Due

to the high dimensionality of our features, using a kd-tree for computing exact nearest

neighbors is actually slower than exhaustive search. FLANN with automatically tuned

parameters for 95% NN search accuracy gives running time comparable to one-versus-

all and OP-Tree approaches, but leads to even lower recognition performance.

One-versus-all approaches (1vsA) improve over the accuracy and running time

of nearest neighbors significantly. However, one-versus-all cannot be used for pose

recognition because training a classifier for each image is not scalable. At test-time

the system must also evaluate all classifiers, which scales linearly with the number of

objects and poses. This means pose recognition must be addressed using a separate

technique like nearest neighbors (1vsA+NN) or ridge regression (1vsA+RR).

Our Object-Pose Tree (OPTree) exceeds the accuracy and running time perfor-

mance of nearest neighbor classification, one-versus-all classifiers, as well as an iden-

tically structured tree of classifiers where each set of nodes sharing a common parent

is level of the tree is independently trained as a multi-class linear SVM (Indep Tree).

The fact that OPTrees jointly address all three tasks enables the formulation of an

objective function that takes advantage of the structure of the problem by using a

continuous loss function at the view and pose levels.

Fig. 6.3 shows recognition results on two images using the OPTree. The image

shown for the top 5 matching instances of each test image is the best matching pose

from that instance according to the OPTree, by traversing the tree down to the pose

layer regardless of whether the instance is the right one. These images, as well as the

pose accuracies given correct category and correct instance reported in Fig. 6.4, show

that the OPTree can give good pose estimates even when the instance classification
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Figure 6.3: Recognition results from the Object-Pose Tree for two objects: Red Mug

(top left), and Ultrabrite Toothpaste (bottom left). (Top) From left to right, the

top five objects with the highest classifier response at the instance level and at the

pose level for Red Mug. (Bottom) Instance and pose classifier responses for Ultrabrite

toothpaste.
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Figure 6.4: Median pose recognition accuracies from an Object-Pose Tree, given cor-

rect instance prediction, for a uniformly sampled subset of object categories. Object

categories are sorted in increasing accuracies. Different views of a tissue box, a soda

can, and a calculator illustrate the varying difficulty of pose estimation for objects in

the RGB-D Object Dataset.

is wrong.

The experiments also demonstrate that nearest neighbor and ridge regression

within the predicted instance (OPTree+NN, OPTree+RR) are both inferior to the

OP-Tree in accuracy and running time. Nearest neighbor pose estimation can attain

good accuracy, but its running time scales linearly with the number of training images

of each object, while the OP-Tree scales logarithmically. Linear ridge regression of-

fers constant-time performance, but gives much worse results. While the use of kernel

ridge regression may improve accuracy, like nearest neighbors its computational cost

also scales linearly with the number of poses.

Fig. 6.4 shows the median pose recognition accuracies from an OP-Tree, given

correct instance predictions, for a uniformly sampled subset of object categories. The

diversity of shape and appearance of objects in the RGB-D Object Dataset means that

the difficulty of pose recognition can vary significantly, ranging from textureless and
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Figure 6.5: An interactive LEGO playing scenario in which an Object-Pose Tree

is used to recognize several LEGO objects and estimate their pose. Recognizing the

front of the house enables projection of a street. Detecting which direction the dragon

is facing enables projection of a fire breathing animation (left), while detecting the

fire truck enables projection of a fire extinguishing animation (right).

symmetric objects like balls and bowls where it is extremely difficult to distinguish

the different poses, to calculators and flashlights where it is easy to tell based on

appearance and shape. The OP-Tree achieves > 83% accuracy on 37 of 51 categories

and 185 of the 300 objects. This level of accuracy corresponds to a pose estimation

error of < 30◦, obtained by inverting the continuous loss function (Eq. 6.5). A small

subset of categories with symmetry and/or little texture like kleenex, sponge and

hand towel has large pose accuracies of 90◦ or 180◦.

6.3.4 Object-Aware Situated Interactive System

In collaboration with colleagues at the University of Washington and Intel Labs Seat-

tle, we experimented with using our OP-Tree as the core object recognition algorithm

in OASIS, an Object-Aware Situated Interactive System. [148] introduced an interac-

tive LEGO toy playing scenario (LEGO OASIS) where objects placed on a table can

be augmented with projected animations and interact with other physical and virtual
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objects. Objects are associated with different animations and interact with each other

in different ways depending on both their identities and poses. The OP-Tree plays an

important role in LEGO OASIS by providing real-time object recognition and pose

estimation (100ms per image), which enables responsive object-centric animations

and interactions.

In LEGO OASIS, an RGB-D camera and a projector are both mounted above

a table and pointed downwards. Since the table is at a fixed position relative to

the camera, an object placed on the table can be easily detected and segmented via

depth thresholding. The cropped and segmented image is presented to the proposed

OP-Tree for determining the object’s identity and pose (one of 12 discrete clock

directions). Using this result, the system projects the appropriate animations for

the identified object. For example, by recognizing a LEGO dragon and the direction

at which its head is pointed, the system can project a fire breathing animation.

Multiple objects can be recognized in the same play area, allowing interactions such

as a dragon setting fire to a house, and a fire truck subsequently putting out the

fire (Fig. 6.5). Four different objects were included in LEGO OASIS: a dragon, a

house, a fire truck, and a train. The OP-tree, trained using around 200 images

per object taken from various poses, is able to determine the identity and pose of

these four objects at > 95% accuracy. The system was deployed during the 2011

Consumer Electronics Show (CES), where it was seen by more than 10,000 attendees

(see http://www.cs.washington.edu/rgbd-dataset/demos.html).

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced Object-Pose Trees, a scalable approach for joint object

category, instance, and pose recognition. In applications where it is necessary to solve

large object recognition problems involving many categories and object instances

at multiple levels of granularity, the Object-Pose Tree provides a computationally

efficient framework. We provide extensive experimental results on the RGB-D Object
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Dataset (see Chapter 2), which covers 300 object instances captured in both color

and depth using RGB-D cameras [75]. Our tree-based system is able to search the

entire object database within 0.33 seconds to identify an object’s category, instance,

and pose. The Object-Pose Tree trains and utilizes 28, 000 classifiers at the leaf level,

which are too many to train via standard 1-vs-All classification. Online stochastic

gradient descent for parameter optimization allows us to achieve a 10x speed-up when

adding new objects to the database. We achieve < 30◦ pose estimation error on a

wide range of household objects, often exhibiting symmetry and lacking distinctive

shape or texture.

Thus far in this thesis, we have used features that have been specifically designed

for a particular sensor modality and for capturing a specific set of attributes (e.g.

color, gradient, shape, and surface normal orientation). For example, SIFT and kernel

descriptor features are designed to capture image gradient information, while spin

images are designed to capture surface normal and shape information. While such

hand-designed features can be very effective, they are difficult to apply to different

sensing modalities. Also, a new feature must be designed for each set of attributes

that we wish to capture. In the next chapter, we introduce an unsupervised feature

learning technique that can learn features from RGB-D data. Unlike existing feature

learning techniques that learn features over the 2D structure of images, our approach

learns features over 3D point clouds constructed from RGB-D videos. The approach

can be applied to different attributes without modification, yielding features that are

sensitive to different characteristics in the data.
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Chapter 7

UNSUPERVISED FEATURE LEARNING FOR 3D POINT
CLOUDS

7.1 Background

The main objective of research on feature representations is designing features that

incorporate cues that are useful for the task at hand. Raw sensor data is often high-

dimensional and noisy, and thus cannot be used directly. Over the years, the research

community has designed features that use cues such as image gradients([93, 31]),

color [52], shape [8], and surface normal orientation [70, 113]. In many of these

papers, the researcher designs a specific algorithm for processing each cue, and perhaps

combines several of them, controlling the algorithm by tuning a set of parameters.

These approaches have been wildly successful in many applications including object

recognition and detection in web images [146, 42], pedestrian detection [35], and

object recognition and scene labeling in 3D point clouds [85, 101, 2]. As we showed in

Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, combining such hand-designed features can lead to good

object recognition and detection performance on RGB-D data as well.

Recently, researchers have increasingly studied unsupervised learning of feature

representations directly from sensor data. While all feature representations are im-

plicitly limited by the design choices and trade-offs made by their creators, unsuper-

vised feature learning algorithms are more data-driven than hand-designed features.

Instead of having a domain expert encode his or her knowledge into the feature rep-

resentation through manually designing it, unsupervised feature learning approaches

use a large dataset of sensor data to learn the feature representation using modern

machine learning algorithms. This can lead to domain-independent feature learning
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frameworks that can capture statistical patterns in data from any sensor modality

(e.g. RGB images, depth images, 3D point clouds, speech). These more flexible

representations have translated into better performance on a number of object recog-

nition and scene labeling tasks: sparse coding and convolutional neural networks have

shown promising results on image classification [87, 78, 16], object detection [110],

and scene labeling [127].

One particular unsupervised learning algorithm is Hierarchical Matching Pursuit

(HMP). HMP learns multiple levels of feature representations in a bottom-up fashion

and has been applied to RGB-D images. It achieves state-of-the-art performance on

object recognition [15] and attribute learning [131].

In this chapter, we introduce HMP3D, a novel hierarchical sparse coding tech-

nique for learning features over 3D point cloud data. HMP3D adapts the hierarchical

matching pursuit (HMP) algorithm [15], a state-of-the-art sparse coding technique

for image data, for use in learning features for 3D point clouds. HMP was originally

proposed for learning features on grayscale images [14]. It has also been extended to

learning features on RGB images, depth images, and surface normal images [15]. A

commonality among these existing works is that HMP is used to learn features and

perform spatial pooling over the 2D grid structure of images. As such, none of these

methods use the 3D structure of objects and scenes available from RGB-D (Kinect-

like) cameras. In contrast, HMP3D is a fully 3D feature learning approach that learns

features and performs spatial pooling in 3D. We will show in Chapter 8 that this is

beneficial for scene labeling tasks.

7.2 Feature Learning for 3D Point Cloud Data

Given a 3D point cloud of an object, we first discretize the point cloud to create a

voxel representation. Each voxel is described by a set of attributes computed from the

3D points falling inside the voxel, such as RGB value and surface normal vector. In

the context of scene labeling, we wish to learn a feature representation over a dataset
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Figure 7.1: HMP over voxel data: To learn the first-layer dictionary, 5× 5× 5 voxel

patches are randomly sampled from the entire dataset of objects.

of objects stored in this voxel representation such that the features can be used for

effective object recognition.

7.2.1 Dictionary Learning

The goal of dictionary learning is to compute a set of vectors (codes) such that the

data can be represented using the linear combination of a sparse set of codes. As an

example, consider the case where the 3D voxel data consists of the surface normal

vectors at each voxel. A dictionary could be learned by sampling 5 × 5 × 5 voxels

(i.e. 5× 5× 5× 3 = 375-dimensional patches) to create a set of code words that can

accurately reconstruct local geometry 5 voxels across each dimension (see Fig. 7.1).

We learn dictionaries using K-SVD [1], a learning approach that generalizes K-

Means. It learns an M -word dictionary D = [d1, · · · , dM ] and the associated N sparse

codes X = [x1, · · · , xN ] from a matrix Y of observed data (the set of patch samples

in our case) by minimizing the reconstruction error

min
D,X
‖Y −DX‖2

F

s.t. ∀m, ‖dm‖2 = 1 and ∀n, ‖xn‖0 ≤ K (7.1)

where ‖A‖F is the Frobenius norm, and K controls the number of non-zero entries.

K-means is a special case of K-SVD when the sparsity level K is set to be 1 and the

sparse code matrix is binary.
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K-SVD solves the optimization problem of eq. 7.1 by alternating between two

steps at each iteration:

• The current dictionary D is used to encode the data Y by computing the sparse

code matrix X.

• The codewords of the dictionary are then updated one at a time to create a new

dictionary.

In the first step, given a dictionary the sparse codes are computed using batch tree

orthogonal matching pursuit. Orthogonal Matching Pursuit [105] is a greedy algo-

rithm for expressing a patch as a linear combination of a small set of code words.

The algorithm first selects the best matching code word, subtracts its contribution,

and then selects the next best matching code word that minimizes the residual er-

ror. This process is repeated K times to yield a K-sparse representation of the patch,

where K << M . Despite its greedy nature, the algorithm often achieves near-optimal

results. In the second step, a dictionary code is updated so as to minimize the recon-

struction error, which is done via singular value decomposition (SVD). Consult [1]

and [14] for technical details of the dictionary learning algorithm.

7.2.2 HMP3D: Hierarchical Matching Pursuit for 3D voxel data

HMP3D uses the hierarchical matching pursuit algorithm to build a two-layer feature

hierarchy by learning dictionaries and applying the orthogonal matching pursuit en-

coder recursively (Fig. 7.2). The procedure is analogous to the original HMP features

over images, except that patches are groups of voxels instead of pixels, and spatial

pyramid max pooling is performed in 3D over voxels instead of over the 2D image

plane of pixels.
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Figure 7.2: HMP3D: Hierarchical matching pursuit for 3D voxel data. In the first

layer, sparse codes are learned over 5 × 5 × 5 patches of voxel attributes. These

sparse codes are pooled into features representing 20× 20× 20 patches using spatial

pyramid max pooling. A second layer of sparse codes are learned for encoding these

features using a dictionary from sampled first-layer features. The HMP3D feature

representing the whole object is a concatenation of the spatial pyramid pooled and

contrast normalized sparse codes from both the first and second layers.

Figure 7.3: 3D spatial pyramid max pooling divides voxels into several levels of cells.

Sparse codes within each cell are combined by taking component-wise maximum.
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First Layer

The first layer generates features for 5 × 5 × 5 voxel patches. Orthogonal matching

pursuit is used to compute M -dimensional sparse codes representing each patch. Spa-

tial pyramid max pooling is then applied to these sparse codes to generate patch level

features. The voxel representation of the object is partitioned into several levels of

spatial cells. The component-wise maximum over all sparse codes in a cell is taken to

generate the sparse code of that cell. For example, consider a 3 level spatial pyramid

pooling where the first layer divides the voxel grid into 3×3×3 cells, the second layer

into 2× 2× 2 cells, and the final layer into 1 cell (see Fig. 7.3). The resulting feature

vector describing the whole object would be (27 + 8 + 1)M -dimensional, where M is

the size of the dictionary. Spatial pyramid pooling adds multiple levels of invariance

to local deformation. The spatial nature of the pooling process increases the dis-

criminative power of the resulting feature. Finally, feature vectors are normalized by

their L2 norm. This makes the features robust to changes in magnitudes, which can

happen, for example, due to changes in illumination in the case of grayscale intensity

and RGB values.

Second Layer

The second layer of HMP3D computes a higher-level representation over larger regions

of the object. The dictionary for the second layer is learned by sampling patches over

the first-layer features. For example, when sampling 4 × 4 × 4 first-layer patches,

each of which is a M -dimensional spatially pooled sparse code vector, the second

layer dictionary would be learned over regions spanning 20× 20× 20 voxels and the

sampled patches would be 4×4×4×M -dimensional. Similar to the first layer, spatial

pyramid pooling and contrast normalization is used to generate a fixed-length feature

vector describing the entire object.

The final feature representation of the object is the concatenation of the spatial
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pyramid pooled features from the first and second layers. Note that Hierarchical

Matching Pursuit is an unsupervised learning algorithm. These feature vectors are

used in conjunction with class labels to train linear Support Vector Machine (SVM)

classifiers.

7.3 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the HMP3D feature representation on object recognition.

We investigate how the features perform in both 3D object recognition on complete

object models, and RGB-D object recognition on incomplete object models. Often, a

complete object model cannot be obtained by capturing data from a single viewpoint

due to self occlusion. When there are gaps in the object model because it has not been

observed from enough viewpoints, the resulting model is incomplete. In this section,

we evaluate the performance of HMP3D features on complete object models using the

Princeton Shape Benchmark, and incomplete object models using the RGB-D Object

Dataset.

7.3.1 3D Object Recognition on the Princeton Shape Benchmark

One large and commonly used database for 3D object recognition is the Princeton

Shape Benchmark (PSB) [124]. The PSB contains 1, 814 3D polygonal models of

objects collected from the World Wide Web. The models are split into training and

testing databases of 907 models each. We evaluate the usefulness of HMP3D in

distinguishing between the 92 base categories in the PSB testing database. Following

the procedure of [39], we learn HMP3D features using all 907 models in the training

database, and then use the learned dictionaries to compute features for the 907 models

in the testing database. We perform leave-one-out linear SVM classification and

report overall accuracy averaged over 907 runs, each run using a different object

model as test data and the other 906 as training data.

We first convert each 3D polygonal model into a 3D point cloud by randomly
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Technique SHD SHD HSH HSH HMP3D HMP3D

(NN) (SVM) (NN) (SVM) (NN) (SVM)

Accuracy (%) 55.6 [39] 55.4 [39] 59.8 [39] 68.4 [39] 65.4 71.0

Table 7.1: Comparison of HMP3D with alternative shape descriptors on base category

classification on the Princeton Shape Benchmark testing database. Each feature is

paired with either a nearest neighbor (NN) classifier or a support vector machine

(SVM) classifier.

sampling points from each polygonal surface with constant density. The resulting

point cloud is rescaled and voxelized so that the longest edge has unit length and a

resolution of 80 voxels. A two-layer feature hierarchy is learned over surface normals

as the voxel attribute. The first-layer dictionary is learned over 5×5×5 voxel patches

and contains 144 codewords. The second-layer dictionary is learned over 4 × 4 × 4

pooled first-layer patches and contains 2000 codewords. Three-level spatial pyramid

max pooling is used with 1, 8, and 27 cells in each level respectively.

We compare the performance of HMP3D with the spherical harmonic descriptor

(SHD) [73] and Harmonic Shape Histograms (HSH) [39]. Fig. 7.1 shows the classifi-

cation accuracy on the Princeton Shape Benchmark testing database of the various

approaches. Each feature is paired with either a nearest neighbor (NN) classifier or a

support vector machine (SVM) classifier. The results show that HMP3D is very pow-

erful feature for 3D data, outperforming the alternative 3D shape descriptors when

paired with a linear SVM classifier. Since HMP3D is a very high dimensional feature

(403, 776 dimensions in this experiment), it is not surprising that it perform less well

when paired with a nearest neighbor classifier. Nevertheless, HMP3D still outper-

forms SHD and HSH when these features are also paired with a nearest neighbor

classifier.
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7.3.2 RGB-D Object Recognition

HMP3D is designed for 3D point clouds of objects generated from multiple views,

while many RGB-D object recognition datasets are captured using a Kinect from a

single view[80, 22]. In such data, the point cloud may not capture the entire ob-

ject because it is constructed from only one image. HMP3D is intended for learning

feature representations on point clouds created from RGB-D videos, where there is

coverage of objects from multiple viewpoints so that the object model is relatively

complete. Nevertheless, we wanted to evaluate HMP3D on an existing, extensive,

object recognition dataset to see how HMP3D will perform single-view RGB-D im-

ages, even though that is not its intended use case. For this, we conducted a category

recognition experiment on the RGB-D Object Dataset described in Chapter 2, which

contains 300 objects in 51 categories recorded using a Kinect-style RGB-D camera.

Each object was placed on a turntable and an RGB-D video sequence of one 360◦

rotation is recorded. This process is repeated with the camera mounted at approx-

imately 30◦, 45◦, and 60◦ with the horizon. The full dataset contains 250,000 RGB

and depth image pairs and we use only every 5th video frame as was done in [80].

We use the same evaluation set as in Section 3.2, produced by sampling every 5th

video frame from the dataset. We also use the same 10 train/test split available on

the dataset website, which selects one object instance per category on each split as

test data.

We compared HMP over voxel data (HMP3D) and HMP over RGB-D images

(HMP2D). Both approaches use the same pixel/voxel attributes: grayscale and RGB

value from RGB images, and depth and surface normals from depth images. Two-

layer dictionaries were learned on each attribute independently. HMP2D used a patch

size of 5× 5 pixels in the first layer, and 4× 4 pooled first-layer patches in the second

layer. HMP3D used a patch size of 5×5×5 voxels in the first layer, and 4×4×4 pooled

first-layer patches in the second layer. Both techniques used a first-layer dictionary
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size of 150, second-layer dictionary size of 1000. HMP2D used three level spatial

pyramid max pooling with 1, 2, and 4 cells at each level respectively, while HMP3D

used three level spatial pyramid max pooling with 1, 8, and 27 cells at each level

respectively. The difference is that HMP2D sparse codes are pooled over cells on an

image plane, while HMP3D pools sparse codes over cells in 3D space.

The results in Table 7.2 show that both HMP2D and HMP3D achieve good perfor-

mance on the RGB-D Object Dataset. HMP3D is able to match the performance of

existing image and point cloud based features when using linear SVMs as the classifier

(82.1% for HMP3D vs. 81.9 for existing features, cf. Section 3.2). However, HMP2D

outperforms HMP3D on this dataset. This is due to several factors. First, the RGB-D

Object Dataset contains many objects that are dark, shiny, and/or thin (e.g. stapler,

battery, cell phone). These objects have lots of missing depth values. While HMP2D

can still extract features over RGB images in such cases, HMP3D must operate on

a point cloud that does not fully capture the object. Even when using RGB and

grayscale attributes, they are only available to HMP3D for pixels that have valid

depth values. Secondly, the depth image contains large depth discontinuities between

the object and the background, and HMP2D is able to capture the object’s silhouette,

which is a very informative cue. On the other hand, HMP3D works only on the points

on the object itself, so it does not capture information about the shape of the object

against the background. HMP3D has performed well on this experiment considering

that it was designed for 3D point clouds created from RGB-D videos rather than

single RGB-D images where partial views and missing depth values is a much bigger

problem. In the next chapter, we demonstrate that HMP3D is much better suited

to scene labeling tasks where complete objects are visible in the scene due to the use

of RGB-D videos instead of single RGB-D images. Nevertheless, HMP3D performed

better than the combination of SIFT, color histograms, texton histograms, spin im-

ages, and bounding box size in Section 3.2 (Comb). This, along with the fact that

HMP2D performs even better, makes a strong case for using features learned directly
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Technique Category

RGB only Depth only RGB-D

Comb 53.1± 1.7 74.3± 3.3 81.9± 2.8

HMP2D [15] 82.4± 3.1 81.2± 2.3 87.5± 2.9

HMP3D 77.8± 2.5 76.5± 2.2 82.1± 3.5

Table 7.2: RGB-D Object Dataset category recognition accuracy of various tech-

niques. Comb is the combination of SIFT, color histograms, texton histograms, spin

images, and bounding box size described in Section 3.2, HMP2D is HMP over RGB-D

images, and HMP3D is HMP over 3D voxels. In both HMP2D and HMP3D, features

are learned over grayscale intensities and RGB values for RGB-only, depth values and

surface normal vectors for Depth-only, and all four attributes for RGB-D.

from data rather than hand-designed features that were designed for different sensors

(regular cameras and laser rangefinders).

7.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced HMP3D, a hierarchical sparse coding technique for

learning features from 3D point cloud data. The original HMP algorithm learns fea-

tures and performs spatial pooling over the 2D grid structure of images. In contrast,

HMP3D learns features and performs spatial pooling over the 3D structure of objects

made available by RGB-D (Kinect-like) cameras. HMP3D achieves outstanding per-

formance on the Princeton Shape Benchmark containing 1814 3D polygonal models

of objects, outperforming alternative state-of-the-art 3D shape descriptors. HMP3D

also achieves good category recognition results on the RGB-D Object Dataset even

though this is a dataset of incomplete point clouds obtained from single-view RGB-D

images. In the next chapter, we demonstrate how HMP3D can be used in conjunction

with sliding window detectors over RGB-D images to perform semantic scene labeling.
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Chapter 8

RGB-D SCENE LABELING

8.1 Background

As robots move from the factory floor into our homes and offices, they will need

increasingly sophisticated tools for analyzing and understanding the environment

around them. Semantic scene labeling is one important capability that robots must

master if they are to execute commands like “fetch me the can of soda from the coffee

table”. In such applications, the robot must not only be able to recognize soda cans

and coffee tables, but also to accurately infer their positions and spatial extent in 3D

space. RGB-D cameras like the Microsoft Kinect have enabled rapid progress in robot

perception. In this chapter, we study how to use RGB-D videos to enable semantic

scene labeling.

Scene labeling, also known as semantic scene understanding, is an extensively

studied problem for images [89, 55, 129, 97, 98, 23]. There is also a large body of

literature on scene understanding in 3D point clouds [135, 109, 57, 54, 27]. Like

approaches designed for outdoor environments ([85, 66]), many of these operate on a

3D point cloud, often obtained using a laser rangefinder. 3D point clouds contain very

important shape and spatial information, which allows for models that take advantage

of context and spatial relationships between objects [145, 2]. However, using an RGB-

D camera it is possible to also collect data from a completely different modality. Not

only can we now get the color of each 3D point, but we also have access to a set of

RGB and depth image pairs. Existing works have shown that RGB-D images can be

used to recognize objects to a high degree of accuracy [80, 82, 11, 15].

In this chapter, we present a technique for 3D scene labeling of objects using
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RGB-D videos as input data. A probabilistic Markov Random Field (MRF) over a

voxel representation of the 3D scene is used to integrate classifier responses from both

sliding window detectors evaluated on the constituent RGB-D video frames and also

responses from a classifier using features extracted from the 3D scene point cloud

itself. We use the Hierarchical Mathching Pursuit algorithm to learn sparse coding

features for RGB-D image detectors [110] and for 3D point clouds (see Chapter 7).

The resulting system learns feature representations on both RGB-D images and 3D

point clouds, and does not use any hand-designed features. HMP3D is trained using

data generated from synthetic 3D scenes created using CAD models from an online

database. We show excellent results on the RGB-D Scenes Dataset of 22 indoor scenes

containing tabletop objects and large furniture pieces.

8.2 3D Scene Labeling from RGB-D Videos

Given a 3D point cloud of a scene, the scene labeling task is to assign a semantic label

to every point. We tackle the problem of labeling point clouds created by aligning a

contiguous sequence of images from RGB-D videos, i.e. the output of 3D reconstruc-

tion techniques like KinectFusion [102] and RGB-D Mapping [63, 62]. Fig. 8.1 presents

an overview of the proposed system. The system learns and extracts features on both

the constituent RGB-D video frames, and on a voxel representation of the scene.

The classifier responses from these two feature representations are combined using an

MRF to produce a semantic labeling of the scene. Images, being two-dimensional,

capture objects situated in front of a background, which often provides useful context.

On the other hand, 3D point clouds provide spatial information that is possible, but

difficult, to estimate from images [119]. As we will demonstrate, it can be beneficial

to learn and extract features from both. Another advantage of our system is that

it does not require ground truth annotations of every point/pixel in many scenes for

training purposes, which is expensive to do. Instead, the proposed approach only

requires images containing views of each object in isolation and synthetic 3D models
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Figure 8.1: System Overview: Given a scene (left), the system extracts learned fea-

tures from its constituent RGB-D video frames and the voxel representation obtained

from the 3D scene point cloud. Classifiers are evaluated separately on these sen-

sor modalities, and their responses are combined using a Markov Random Field to

produce the semantic scene labeling (right; an actual result from the system).
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downloaded from an online database on the Web.

We use the Patch Volumes 3D reconstruction algorithm of Henry et al. [62] to

estimate the six-dimensional camera poses of each RGB-D video frame and create

the scene reconstruction. The system creates a voxel representation of the resulting

3D point cloud by discretizing it into a regular grid structure. The individual cells

in this grid structure are called a voxel. Let each voxel v be associated with a label

yv ∈ {1, ..., C, cB}, where 1, ..., C are object classes and cB is the background class.

We model the joint distribution of voxel labels using a Markov Random Field with

pairwise interactions. We define the optimal labeling of the scene to be one which

minimizes the following energy:

E(y1, · · · , y|V|) =
∑
v∈V

ψv(yv) +
∑
{i,j}∈N

φi,j(yi, yj) (8.1)

where N is the set of all pairs of neighboring voxels. We connect each voxel to its

26 adjacent voxels (9 below, 8 at the same height, 9 above). The data term (first

sum) measures how well the assigned label fits the observed data and the pairwise

term (second sum) models interactions between adjacent voxels. We first proposed

this model for scene labeling in RGB-D videos in [83].

MRF-based techniques have been used for many labeling tasks, providing a uni-

fied framework for combining local evidence, such as appearance and shape, with

dependencies across regions like label smoothness. A popular approach is to define

the data term using local features on over-segmentations (e.g. [85, 145, 3]). These

segmentation-based approaches deal with imperfect segmentation by generating a

“soup of segments” [94] by running multiple segmentation algorithms on the same

scene and aggregating classification results, hoping that at least some of segments

will be distinctive enough to be recognized.

However, bottom-up segmentation that does not use any object label information

is unreliable and can fail. Hence, in this work we instead use a training dataset of

objects to estimate their true size in 3D and use that to inform our model. We train
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both voxel classifiers and view-based object detectors that run on individual RGB-D

frames. The responses of voxel classifiers and object detectors are both incorporated

into the data term.

8.2.1 Voxel Classification

The voxel classifiers assign a probability distribution over object classes to each voxel

in the scene (see top right of Fig. 8.1). There is a binary voxel classifier for each object

class we wish to label. Let x denote a 3D point, v denote a voxel, and Ωv denote the

set of 3D points inside voxel v. The voxel classifiers are evaluated on every voxel in

the scene, and the resulting class probability distribution for a voxel v is assigned to

every 3D point x inside v, i.e. pvox(yv|x),∀x ∈ Ωv.

The voxel classifiers extract features from a rectangular prism shaped region

around that voxel based on the expected true size of the object, which is estimated

from training data. For example, in our experiments a coffee mug voxel classifier

extracts features from a 16.2cm×16.8cm×14.4cm window. This is in contrast to

existing segmentation-based approaches like [3], which use bottom-up segmentation

algorithms that only look at local appearance and shape and do not make use of

information derived from object class. We use the HMP3D features described in Sec-

tion 7.2 learned on a dataset of synthetic object models downloaded from the web.

The dataset and training procedure are described in Section 8.4.

8.2.2 RGB-D Object Detection

Sliding window based approaches learn templates from object views that have been

annotated with bounding boxes encompassing the entire object. An object is local-

ized in an image by scanning over multiple positions and scales. View-based object

detection has been extensively studied [31, 43, 61]. Sliding window detectors assign

scores to a grid of locations in the image on which the detector window has been

centered, often across multiple image scales.
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The standard object detection framework uses this score map pyramid to select

a subset of high scoring detector bounding boxes to label as object candidates. For

scene labeling, we instead want to assign a label to every 3D point in the scene. For

scenes reconstructed from RGB-D videos, each point is a pixel in some RGB-D frame

and the system can remember this one-to-one mapping. RGB-D object detectors

are trained using the RGB-D Object Dataset with the hard negative example mining

procedure described in Section 3.3. The detectors are run on individual RGB-D frames

and instead of using the score map pyramid to select bounding box candidates as in

standard object detection, their responses are used to compute a score map over all

pixels (see top left of Fig. 8.1). Combining the score maps from all object detectors,

we get an object class probability for every pixel in every frame and, via one-to-one

mapping, every 3D point in the scene.

Scoring 3D points using object detection. When computing features for a 3D point

x, the system looks up the corresponding pixel and computes them using the source

RGB-D frame. Let fhc (x) be the feature vector of x for object detector c at scale h.

We use features extracted from both the RGB and depth images (see Section 8.3).

An object can appear in different sizes depending on its distance from the camera,

so it is necessary to run sliding window detectors on multiple scaled versions of the

image. While RGB-D data makes it plausible to select the “proper” scale based on

the physical sizes of objects, we choose not to enforce any hard scale constraint and

instead use scale as an input feature to the detector, as described in Section 3.3.

Hence, the maximum detector response across all scales is the best estimate of the

true object scale at a particular image position and we obtain the score map of a

linear SVM object detector c:

sc(x) = max
h
{w>c fhc (x) + bc} (8.2)

where wc and bc is the weight vector and bias of the object detector c, learned from

training data. We train one detector for each object class, so 1 ≤ c ≤ C. We convert
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these linear score maps into probability maps that define the probability of point x

belonging to class c, using Platt scaling [106] (Algorithm 1, line 5):

p(c|x) =
1

1 + exp{usc(x) + v}
(8.3)

where u and v are the parameters of the sigmoid and can be found by minimizing

negative log likelihood of the training or validation set. This is not a probability over

all classes, but instead a probability obtained from the binary classifier between class

c and background [115]. The advantage of training C binary classifiers instead of

one multi-class classifier is that we can train each detector with a different template

window size and aspect ratio, using a different training dataset.

Background probability. A point belongs to the background class if it does not

lie on any of the objects. Detectors provide evidence for the background class when

they do not fire at a location. The object detectors are trained and evaluated inde-

pendently, each seeing other objects as negative examples. To obtain a background

probability, we observe that when there are C foreground classes, the following holds

for the probability of point x being background:

p(cB|x) ≤ 1− p(c|x), ∀c ∈ {1, ..., C} (8.4)

Hence, we can use the smallest probability of the negative classes as the upper bound

for that of the background class. In practice, we use the discounted value

p(cB|x) = β min
1≤c≤C

{1− p(c|x)} (8.5)

where 0 < β ≤ 1 controls the looseness of the upper bound.

The resulting probabilistic score map assigns a probability distribution pim(yv|x)

for every pixel in every frame, where a higher probability means it is more likely that

an object of that class is present at that pixel location.
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8.2.3 Integrating RGB-D image and Voxel Evidence

The data term ψv(yv) in Eq.8.1 is computed as

ψv(yv) = − ln p(yv|Ωv) =

− 1

|Ωv|
∑
x∈Ωv

α ln pvox(yv|x) + (1− α) ln pim(yv|x) (8.6)

In other words, the log likelihood of a voxel v is the arithmetic mean of the log

likelihoods of its constituent points Ωv. The probabilities from voxel classifiers and

image classifiers are multiplied (summed in log-space), with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 being the

tradeoff parameter for balancing their respective influence.

8.2.4 Label Consistency and Geometric Information

The pairwise term φi,j(yi, yj) in Eq.8.1 encodes interactions between nearby voxels.

The simplest pairwise interaction is the Potts model [20]

λ · 1yi 6=yj (8.7)

where 1yi 6=yj evaluates to 1 when yi 6= yj and 0 otherwise. This adds a constant

penalty λ when adjacent elements do not share the same label. This is based on the

assumption that the world is “smooth” in the sense that nearby elements tend to

share the same label. However, in reality abrupt label changes do occur at object

boundaries.

In image labeling, researchers have used the contrast-dependent smoothness prior [91],

λ · 1yi 6=yj exp(−θ‖xi − xj‖2). (8.8)

Here xi and xj are the intensities/colors of pixels i and j, so label changes between

dissimilar pixels are penalized less, with θ controlling the sensitivity. This captures

the intuition that label changes tend to occur at sharp edges, where adjacent pixels

have very different intensities/colors. However, intensity/color changes in an image do
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Figure 8.2: Each voxel in the scene (center) contains 3D points projected from mul-

tiple RGB-D frames. The points and their projections are known, so we can com-

pute average likelihoods for each voxel based on the likelihoods of constituent points.

Combining detections from multiple frames greatly improves the robustness of object

detection.

not necessarily correspond to object boundaries, since objects can often have internal

edges (e.g. logos on a soda can). Furthermore, the boundary between two similarly

colored objects may not have strong image gradients.

For labeling RGB-D scenes, 3D shape information can be used as a more reliable

cue for object boundaries. We incorporate this information into our model by defining

φi,j(yi, yj) = λ ·
1yi 6=yj
d(ni, nj)

(I(ni, nj) + ε) (8.9)

where λ and ε are balancing parameters and 1yi 6=yj evaluates to 1 when yi 6= yj and

0 otherwise.

As in the Potts model [20], the pairwise term is non-zero only when yi 6= yj.

d(ni, nj) measures the difference between surface normals ni and nj of, respectively,

voxels i and j; if d(·) is small, the normals are similar, i and j are on a smooth

surface and the cost is high to assign them different labels. We use the L2-distance

plus a small constant as our distance metric between surface normals. I(ni, nj) is an
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Figure 8.3: The scene labeling MRF’s pairwise term captures the intuition that (left)

object boundaries tend to have large changes in surface orientation, and that (right)

objects tend to be supported by flat surfaces, leading to concave surface transitions.

indicator variable expressing whether i and j are part of a convex surface (such as

the top of a cereal box) or a concave one (where a cereal box touches its supporting

surface). Since objects tend to have convex shapes and concave surface transitions

are more likely to occur at object boundaries, the cost is lower to cut the scene at a

concave shape than a convex one, with the parameter ε controlling the trade-off.

This pairwise term captures the intuition that object boundaries tend to have

large changes in surface orientation, and that objects tend to be supported by flat

surfaces, leading to concave surface transitions (see Fig. 8.3). As was done in [3], we

use

I(ni, nj) = [(ni − nj) · (i− j) > 0] (8.10)

to indicate whether the surface transition between voxels i and j is convex. To

compute this we need to ensure that all surface normals point outward and not into

the object. This can be done because the camera pose of the video frame from which

each point originates is known, and the surface normal should form a sharp (> 90◦)
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angle with the camera view vector.

8.2.5 Optimization

The data term ψv(v) and the pairwise term φi,j(yi, yj) together define a multi-class

pairwise MRF, whose energy is quickly minimized using graph cuts [20]. For the

RGB-D Scenes Dataset, which contains scenes that are around 5m×5m×5m in size,

the inference procedure takes less than a second. There are four free parameters in our

model (α,β,λ,ε) and they are easy to set by hand. We leave learning the parameters

to future work.

8.3 Object Detection for Scene Labeling

In this section, we describe how we use RGB-D sliding window detectors, presented

in Section 3.3, to generate probabilistic score maps that are used in the scene labeling

MRF described in Section 8.2. Note that the proposed MRF-based scene labeling

approach only uses the probability maps. If desired, the features and detectors de-

scribed in this section can be substituted with another image classification technique

without changes to the rest of the framework. As an example, one simple substitution

would be to use the deformable parts-based model of Felzenszwalb et al. [42].

While the HOG based sliding window classifier is among the most successful object

detection techniques [31, 43], recent work [110] has shown that HMP features learned

over gradient images can be used instead of HOG features to boost performance. In

Section 8.5, we will compare the performance of HOG descriptors with using HMP

features learned over RGB-D images (HMP2D).

We use the same HOG descriptors here as in Section 3.3 for RGB-D object de-

tection. For HMP2D features, we learn a single-layer dictionary by sampling 5 × 5

patches from grayscale and depth images and extract sparse coding features [14].

These features are then used to train object detectors [110]. For our experiments

we only use a root template so we do not need to use HOG features to first learn a
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Figure 8.4: An example of using RGB-D object detectors to obtain a probability map

defined on all pixels. We first run the cereal box detector to obtain a class probability

at each pixel (left). We then use high scoring bounding box candidates (middle) to

perform depth-based refinement and obtain the final probability map that better fits

the shape of the object (right).

deformable parts structure.

The performance of a classifier heavily depends on its ability to exploit negative

data. In a typical image or depth map captured by Kinect, there are on the order

of 105 potential negative examples, which makes it impractical to use all negative

examples. We use a bootstrapping procedure to mine the hard negative examples.

The initial negative examples consists of cropped rectangles from background videos

and objects from other categories. After training a classifier, the resulting classifier

is used to search background images and select the false positives with the highest

scores (hard negatives). These hard negatives are added as negative examples and

the classifier is retrained. This procedure is repeated 10 times to obtain the final

classifier.

When using RGB-D object detectors, we found it helpful to perform a depth-

based refinement to improve the probability map defined in eq.8.9. In Fig. 8.4, we

show the probability map of a cereal box sliding window detector. In this example

the detector correctly finds the location of the cereal box; however, strong signals

are only localized around the center of the object. The probabilities quickly decrease
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near the edges of the cereal box. This is not surprising since bounding boxes centered

near the edge contain a large amount of background and look very different from the

cereal box itself. To better capture the spatial extents of detected objects, we refine

the probability map using high scoring bounding boxes found by our object detectors.

For each bounding box above a detector score threshold of −0.6, we set

p(c|x) = p(c|x0) exp(−γ‖x− x0‖2), x ∈ B (8.11)

where B is the set of 3D points in a bounding box, x0 is the center of the corresponding

bounding box, and the parameter γ controls how quickly the probability decreases

with increasing depth difference. This expansion is analogous to bilateral filtering

using depth. From the example in Fig. 8.4, we can see that many more pixels inside

the cereal box now have a strong signal. We note that this procedure can falsely

introduce some strong signals on non-object pixels (the table in this case) into the

refined probability map. While a more expensive approach using more cues may yield

better refinement, we found that our simple and quick approach is sufficient, as the

false signals can be cleaned up by the MRF.

8.4 Synthetic Data Generation for Voxel Classification

Given a large set of real scenes with ground truth labels of every point/pixel, HMP3D

features and classifiers can be learned by sampling from the dataset. However, ground

truth real data is very expensive and time consuming to obtain, especially for scene

labeling where every 3D point must be annotated with its label. Instead, we explore

the use of synthetic data to learn HMP3D features and train voxel classifiers that we

then apply to real data.

One key difficulty of using synthetic data is ensuring that classifiers learned using

it remains effective when applied to real sensor data. Domain adaptation [32, 85]

addresses this by training classifiers using smart methods of combining a large syn-

thetic dataset with a small set of real data, with the aim of optimizing performance
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on real data. Domain adaptation is necessary when the source and domain data is

significantly different. This was the case in Chapter 4 when the target domain is

velodyne LIDAR data and the source domain is Trimble 3D Warehouse CAD mod-

els. The LIDAR data is very sparse, especially for far away objects. There are also

characteristic differences like windshields being transparent in real-life, but opaque

in the CAD models. However, for RGB-D data the difference is less pronounced.

RGB-D cameras can capture very dense and accurate point clouds and we also do

not consider transparent objects in our experiments. Furthermore, the success of vir-

tual training data synthesis from depth images for human pose estimation has been

demonstrated experimentally [125] and from widespread real-world use in the Mi-

crosoft Kinect. Inspired by this, we generate a large synthetic training dataset using

3D models downloaded from Trimble 3D Warehouse [136], a large Internet repository

of CAD models created by hobbyists and professionals. As our experiments demon-

strate, we found empirically that this yielded excellent performance without having

to mix in real data and use domain adaptation.

To closely model real-world environments as seen from videos recorded using an

RGB-D camera, synthetic object models are placed in automatically generated virtual

scenes where they all lie on the same plane and may be very close to and/or occlude

each other. Training data is generated by sampling rectangular prism shaped regions

centered on objects in these virtual scenes.

For each sampled object, raycasting is used to generate a 3D point cloud of the

object aggregated from a randomly selected number of viewpoints between three to

eight. Gaussian noise is added to simulate sensor noise in real data. The sampled

object is first scaled to be unit length in its longest dimension. It is then rotated

by a random amount. In our experiments, we only rotate about the vertical axis as

we assume that objects will lie on flat surfaces and the ground plane orientation can

be estimated from data. Finally, the object is scaled by a factor uniformly sampled

from an interval ([0.85, 1] in our experiments). A voxel representation for the object
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is obtained such that a unit length contains a constant number of voxels (80 in our

experiments). This yields a scale-invariant representation that captures object shape

at roughly the same granularity regardless of its true size. The voxel representation

thus contains the same number of voxels in each dimension for every sample of a

particular object class. For each voxel it is possible to compute attributes that describe

it. In our experiments, we use grayscale intensity, RGB value, binary occupancy (does

at least one point fall within the voxel), and surface normal vector. This procedure

is repeated for another randomly selected object until the desired number of training

set size is reached.

This procedure is used to generate training data for the voxel classifiers. Sepa-

rate datasets are generated for each object class because the number of voxels along

each dimension is dependent on the true size of the object. Positive examples are

generated by sampling objects of the target class from the virtual scenes. Negative

examples are generated by sampling objects from other classes, as well as regions that

contain objects from the target class but the object is positioned off-center. As our

experiments will demonstrate, the resulting training data sufficiently captures vari-

ance that may be encountered in real-world data: intra-class appearance and shape

variation is captured by differences in the object models downloaded from Trimble

3D Warehouse, while scale, orientation, clutter, and occlusion variation is captured

via the virtual environment generation and object sampling procedure.

8.5 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the overall system on a 3D scene labeling task and the

HMP3D representation on an RGB-D object recognition task.

To investigate the proposed scene labeling approach, we evaluate it on the task

of detecting small tabletop objects and large furniture in typical home and office

environments. The RGB-D Scenes Dataset (see Chapter 2) contains 22 such scenes.

Eight of the scenes are annotated with only tabletop objects, containing between
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three to twelve objects placed on a flat surface, including bowls, caps, cereal boxes,

coffee mugs, and soda cans. Fourteen of the scenes are annotated with both tabletop

objects and furniture. These 14 scenes may contain furniture including chairs, coffee

tables, sofas, and tables and also three to five objects from the same 5 categories

placed on a coffee table or table.

8.5.1 Experiment Setup

To train voxel classifiers, we downloaded models of objects from all nine classes from

the Trimble 3D Warehouse. In addition, we also downloaded models of other objects

commonly found in office and home environments for use as negative data. We then

use the procedure for generating synthetic training data described in Section 8.4 to

generate approximately 100, 000 training examples. In this procedure, each virtual

scene contains only either tabletop objects or furniture. The real-world dimensions of

the voxel representations of each object class were computed from training data to be,

in cm: bowl (11.9×11.9×6.36), cap (14.9×15.9×9.6), cereal box (27.4×26.7×33.7),

coffee mug (16.2×16.8×14.4), coffee table (81.8×81.1×38.5), chair (84.7×84.7×96.8),

soda (12.2×12×14.9), sofa (120.0×118.8×72.5), and table (110.2×110.2×77.8). The

estimated size is always bigger than the actual object because the voxel representation

does not tightly bound the object, depending on variation of scale and orientation in

the training data. The voxel grid resolution is set to be 80 along the longest dimension,

i.e. the longest edge of each object class’s “bounding cube” contains around 80 voxels.

Images from the RGB-D Object Dataset (see Chapter 2) are used to train RGB-D

image sliding window detectors for the tabletop objects.

For many robotics applications, it is not necessary to exhaustively evaluate every

voxel classifier on every voxel. Often a robot can accurately estimate its orientation

and the position of the ground plane. Also, objects are often placed on top of furniture.

Taking advantage of such prior knowledge about the environment often improves both

labeling accuracy and computational efficiency. In our experiments, we assume that
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furniture is always placed on the ground and tabletop objects are always placed on

tables and the ground plane is known, which is true for the RGB-D Scenes Dataset.

The ground plane is removed and a region growing technique is used to segment out

isolated blobs of voxels. The system then applies furniture classifiers on each blob and

classifier responses are applied to every voxel in the blob. When the system detects a

coffee table or a table, it uses the same region growing algorithm to segment isolated

blobs on top of the table and evaluates the tabletop object voxel classifiers on them.

We compare the performance of using HOG over RGB-D images with the scene

labeling MRF (Det3DMRF), using HMP over RGB-D images with the scene labeling

MRF (HMP2D), using HMP3D with the scene labeling MRF (HMP3D), and the com-

bination of HMP2D and HMP3D as proposed in Section 8.2 (HMP2D+3D). HMP2D

is very similar to Det3DMRF, except that Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)

features have been replaced by sparse coding features learned from RGB and depth

image data, an idea first proposed in [110].

For HMP2D, we use a one-layer architecture with a dictionary of size M = 100

for both grayscale and depth attributes and is learned from 5 × 5 image patches.

For HMP3D, we use M = 150 for the first layer dictionary and M = 1000 for the

second layer. The first-layer patch size is 5× 5× 5 and for second-layer it is 4× 4× 4

first-layer patches. The three-level spatial pyramid pooling in Fig. 7.3 is used. SVM

training was performed using LIBLINEAR [38] and the outputs are transformed by a

sigmoid to yield probabilities for the scene labeling MRF. The MRF parameters were

α = 1/6, β = 1/10, ε = 1/4, and λ = 50.

8.5.2 Scene Labeling Results

Table 8.1 shows the precision and recall of scene labeling for each object category as

well as the overall performance, with each category given equal weight. The precision

and recall is computed on a per-point basis. For example the recall of bowl is the

proportion of 3D points actually belonging to the bowl class successfully labeled by
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the system as bowl, while its precision is the proportion of 3D points labeled as bowl

that actually belong in the bowl class.

We found that RGB-D image detectors did not perform well on furniture. While

there are many images of such objects on the Internet, RGB-D data from many

different viewpoints is scarce. Also, furniture is categorized by function rather than

form, so there can be a lot of intraclass variation in shape and appearance. Finally,

furniture pieces are large objects which are often only partially visible due to occlusion

or from being cut off by the camera view cone. This makes detecting them using RGB-

D image detectors difficult. On the other hand, HMP3D can handle objects of any

size since it operates on the 3D scene reconstruction built from aggregating many

video frames. Det3DMRF and HMP2D both achieve similar accuracy. As was the

case in [110], using sparse coding features learned from image data is usually slightly

better than using HOG features. The fourteen scenes containing furniture are more

challenging than the eight scenes that only contain tabletop objects because in the

former each video is only one rotation around the table, while in the latter objects are

often seen from similar viewpoints multiple times. The shorter videos make it harder

to prune out false positives, as objects are not detected repeatedly as often. HMP3D

performs well on most objects, but sometimes confuses bowls as being coffee mugs.

Often HMP2D and HMP3D do not make mistakes on the same objects, and hence

the combination of the two yields the best scene labeling accuracy.

Fig. 8.5 shows scene labeling results from the eight scenes in the RGB-D Scenes

Dataset containing no annotated furniture, and Fig. 8.6 shows scene labeling results

from the fourteen scenes in the RGB-D Scenes Dataset that contain annotated fur-

niture. Objects are colored by their category: bowl (red), cap (green), cereal box

(blue), coffee mug (yellow), soda can (cyan), chair (pink), coffee table (purple), sofa

(brown), table (navy blue). The figures show that the proposed approach is able to

correctly identify most tabletop and furniture objects. The object boundaries are

also very clean. In particular, notice that the system is able to correctly distinguish
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between coffee tables and tables. These two object categories are similar in shape and

appearance, but are different in height. Since our approach estimates the true size of

objects from training data, the voxel classifiers use features computed from different

sized regions for each class. The region used for the coffee table classifier is shorter,

and thus only the legs of a table would be visible. On the other hand, a coffee table

would only occupy the lower portion of the region used by a table classifier. Hence,

the features after 3D spatial pooling look very different for coffee table and table.

This ability is unique to HMP over voxel data and cannot be achieved by previous

feature learning methods applied to RGB-D images, which perform spatial pooling

over the 2D grid structure of images as opposed to pooling in 3D space.

There were a few failure cases on this dataset. For example, the system confused

two computer workstations placed side by side underneath an office desk as being

a coffee table (bottom right of Fig. 8.6). A more comprehensive training dataset

may have prevented this. When the region-growing segmentation algorithm fails, the

system will also fail to segment out the exact extents of large furniture objects, such

as the sofa in the coffee room (fifth and sixth row of Fig. 8.6). Finally, when there are

errors in the 3D scene reconstruction, the system may also fail to correctly classify

an object (e.g. bowl in the first scene in the third row of Fig. 8.6).

8.5.3 Variants of the Scene Labeling MRF

The scene labeling MRF framework described in Section 8.2 can be divided into two

parts: the data term which incorporates classifiers that make decisions based on

local appearance and shape, and the pairwise term which enforces global smoothness

and prior information about the geometric structure of objects and scenes. In this

section, we perform experiments to investigate the contribution of these two parts.

We consider variants of our scene labeling MRF involving (a) only the data term in

our model (DetOnly); (b) incorporating the standard Potts smoothness term, Eq.8.7

(PottsMRF ); (c) incorporating the contrast-dependent smoothness term, Eq.8.8, over
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Figure 8.5: 3D scene labeling results for the eight scenes in the RGB-D Scenes Dataset

with no annotated furniture. For each scene, the 3D reconstruction and results using

a combination of HMP on RGB-D images and HMP over voxel data is shown. Objects

are colored by their category: bowl (red), cap (green), cereal box (blue), coffee mug

(yellow), soda can (cyan), chair (pink), coffee table (purple), sofa (brown), table (navy

blue). Best viewed in color.
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Figure 8.6: 3D scene labeling results for the fourteen scenes in the RGB-D Scenes

Dataset containing furniture. For each scene, the 3D reconstruction and results using

a combination of HMP on RGB-D images and HMP over voxel data is shown. Objects

are colored by their category: bowl (red), cap (green), cereal box (blue), coffee mug

(yellow), soda can (cyan), chair (pink), coffee table (purple), sofa (brown), table (navy

blue). Best viewed in color.
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Technique Precision Recall Micro F-score Macro F-score

Random 16.7 16.7 16.7 7.4

AllBG 87.5 87.5 87.5 16.7

DetOnly 61.7 87.9 72.5 71.3

PottsMRF 86.9 88.4 87.7 87.4

ColMRF 89.4 87.8 88.6 88.5

Det3DMRF 91.0 88.8 89.9 89.8

Table 8.2: Precision, Recall, Micro F-score and Macro F-score for two näıve algorithms

(random and labeling everything as background) and variants of the scene labeling

MRF.

voxels that take on the mean color of its constituent points (ColMRF ). Each variant

uses only HOG-based object detectors for the data term and is evaluated on the eight

scenes in the RGB-D Scenes Dataset involving only tabletop objects and no furniture.

Table 8.2 compares the precision, recall, micro F-score and macro F-score of vari-

ants of the scene labeling MRF, as well as the näıve approaches of randomly labeling

each point (Random) and labeling everything as background (AllBG). The Micro F-

score is computed from the overall precision and recall of the scene labeling, while

Macro F-score is the average of the F-scores of the five categories, each computed

separately. Random is obviously terrible regardless of the performance metric used.

Since most points are background, AllBG appears to performs well in terms of pre-

cision, recall, and micro F-score. However, it fails to detect any of the objects and

hence performs poorly when each category is given equal weight in the macro F-score.

Using the scene labeling MRF with only the data term leads to low precision due

to the high number of false positives. PottsMRF improves upon this by significantly

increasing precision while also yielding modest gains in recall. Det3DMRF boosts

precision and recall further; table points that are mislabeled as objects because they
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Figure 8.7: Close-up of a scene containing a cap (green), a cereal box (blue), and

a soda can (cyan). From left to right, the 3D scene; Detection-only leaves patches

of false positives; Potts MRF removes isolated patches but cannot cleanly segment

objects from the table; Color MRF includes part of the table with the cap because it

is similar in color due to shadows; the proposed detection-based scene labeling obtains

clean segmentations. Best viewed in color.

often lie inside high scoring detector bounding boxes can be removed because there is

often a sharp concave normal transition between the table and the object. ColMRF

can also robustly segment objects if the color is significantly different, but overall

does not perform as well as Det3DMRF on the RGB-D Scenes Dataset. Although

the gains from Det3DMRF seem modest when looking at the numbers, qualitatively

segmentation is improved substantially as points on the table are now almost always

excluded from the objects (see Fig. 8.7).

Running time. The Patch Volumes mapping algorithm [62] used for scene recon-

struction runs in real-time for our RGB-D videos, which were collected at 15-20 Hz.

We evaluate object detectors on every 10th frame, or every 0.5 seconds. Our current

single-threaded MATLAB implementation is not yet real-time, requiring 4 seconds to

process each frame. The HMP3D feature extraction and voxel classification requires

10 seconds to run, and are run only once at the end for each video. Voxelization and

graph cut inference take negligible time. The overwhelming majority of computation

is spent on feature extraction from RGB-D video frames and from the voxelized 3D

scene. Given that these procedures are highly parallelizable, we believe that a more
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Figure 8.8: Precision-recall curves comparing the performance of labeling images with

bounding boxes of detected objects. Each plot shows results on one of the eight video

sequences in the RGB-D Scenes Dataset containing only tabletop objects, aggregated

over all five category detectors. Frame-by-frame object detection is drawn in red,

while 3D scene labeling (our approach) is drawn in blue.

optimized, multi-threaded implementation will be able to run sliding window detec-

tors on every 10th frame, while the voxel classifiers can be run in several seconds per

scene.

8.5.4 Refining Image-based Object Detection

While the main focus of our scene labeling approach is assigning a semantic label to

every 3D point in the scene, it can also be used to perform object detection where

each object is labeled with a bounding box, as is commonly done in the computer

vision community (e.g. PASCAL VOC challenge). To do this, we use the labeled 3D

scene to validate bounding box proposals from the constituent video frames. We run

the object detectors with a low threshold and prune out bounding box candidates

whose labels do not agree with the majority label of points in a central region of

the bounding box. Fig. 8.8 shows precision-recall curves obtained from both the
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individual frame-by-frame object detections (red) and detections validated by our 3D

scene labeling (blue) on the eight scenes in the RGB-D Scenes Dataset containing

only tabletop objects. Each point along the curve is generated by ranking detections

from all five category detectors together and thresholding on the detection score. It

is clear that 3D scene labeling can significantly reduce false positives by aggregating

evidence across the entire video sequence. While the precision of the frame-by-frame

detection approach rapidly decreases beyond 60% recall for all eight scenes, using 3D

scene labeling it is possible to obtain 80% recall and 80% precision in a majority of

them.

8.6 Summary

This chapter presented an approach for semantic labeling of 3D scenes. HMP3D

classifiers are trained using a synthetic dataset of virtual scenes generated using CAD

models from an online database. Our scene labeling system combines features learned

from RGB-D images and 3D point clouds to assign a semantic label to every 3D

point in the scene. Experiments on the RGB-D Scenes Dataset demonstrate that the

proposed approach can be used to label indoor scenes containing both small tabletop

objects and large furniture pieces. In particular, the incorporation of geometric cues

including surface smoothness and convexity via a pairwise potential in the scene

labeling MRF is critical for obtaining good segmentation at the object boundaries.

We also observed that the scene labeling approach can also be used to refine bounding

box object detections in individual RGB-D images, leading to drastically improved

precision at no cost to recall.

The experiments in this chapter demonstrated that learning features on both the

RGB-D video frames and from the voxelized 3D scene leads to better performance

than hand-designed features, and that combining these learned features from both

modalities leads to even better performance. Since the scene labeling approach pro-

posed in this chapter uses features learned from sensor data rather than features
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hand-designed for each sensor modality, it will be able to take advantage of new

sensor technology and additional sensor modalities with little modification.
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Chapter 9

CONCLUSION

This thesis has demonstrated that the combination of RGB and depth (including

3D point cloud data) at high frame rates, made possible by RGB-D cameras, is

helpful for various recognition tasks including object recognition, object detection, and

semantic scene labeling. We explored existing features and algorithms designed for

RGB images and 3D point cloud data, and also presented new features and algorithms

designed for high frame rate RGB-D data. During this investigation, we discovered a

number of key insights regarding RGB-D data.

In Chapter 2, we introduced the RGB-D Object Dataset, a large dataset of 250,000

RGB-D images of 300 objects in 51 categories, and 22 RGB-D videos of a subset of

these objects in indoor home and office environments. The dataset is annotated

with the ground truth labels of objects and furniture pieces. We demonstrated that

by taking advantage of depth data, it is possible to obtain cropped and segmented

RGB-D images and 3D point clouds of objects. We also showed that RGB-D videos

can easily be annotated by constructing 3D scene point clouds, labeling those, and

projecting the labels back into the original RGB-D video frames. The dataset is

publicly available at http://www.cs.washington.edu/rgbd-dataset.

RGB images and depth images provide complementary information: RGB images

contain texture and color information, while the depth channel gives shape informa-

tion and is useful for object segmentation. Hence, the combination of the two yields

better object recognition and object detection results than either one alone. This

was demonstrated in Chapter 3, in which we presented techniques that use existing

state-of-the-art features and classifiers for object recognition in RGB-D images that
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perform category and instance recognition independently. We also presented a sliding

window based approach to object detection in RGB-D images. We evaluated these

techniques on the RGB-D Object Dataset to establish a baseline performance. The

results show that combining color and shape information helps improve classification

accuracy over using either sensor modality alone.

The combination of features from different sensor modalities requires ensuring that

each feature will be weighed appropriately by the classifier. Distance learning is one

widely used method in the literature for doing this. In Chapter 4, we presented an

exemplar-based distance learning technique for 3D point cloud data that explicitly

learns how to combine different features and weigh their respective influence so as to

maximize discrimination between object classes. We evaluated this technique on an

urban driving dataset containing ten scenes. We then refined the distance learning

approach by learning per-object distances instead of per-exemplar distances in Chap-

ter 5. The Instance Distance Learning approach retains the property of being able to

combine multiple features, which we used to combine features extracted from RGB-D

data. The approach was also able to select informative views from the training data

and eliminate uninformative ones, leading to faster distance function evaluation at

test-time.

The granularity of object recognition (category vs instance vs pose) required de-

pends on the task to be accomplished. When the system needs to distinguish between

many classes, computation can be expensive. Recognition tasks of different granular-

ity can be arranged into a hierarchy so that a tree-based classification scheme can be

used for efficient, scalable object recognition. In Chapter 6, we presented Object-Pose

Trees, a tree-based approach that simultaneously performs object recognition at the

category, instance, and pose levels. The Object-Pose Tree also scales logarithmically

with the number of objects that need to be distinguished. Experiments on the RGB-

D Object Dataset demonstrate that the Object-Pose Tree is able to obtain excellent

category, instance, and pose recognition accuracy while being more computationally
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efficient than solving each of these three tasks separately.

RGB-D data contains multiple sensor modalities, which opens the possibility of

extracting features from many attributes such as color, occupancy, surface normal

orientation. Instead of designing new features for every attribute, unsupervised fea-

ture learning enables feature extraction from any attribute without having to design

a new feature each time. Such learned features can even outperform existing fea-

tures designed for RGB image and 3D point cloud data. In Chapter 7, we presented

HMP3D, an unsupervised feature learning approach for 3D point cloud data. We

demonstrated that HMP3D can be used to learn hierarchies of features from different

attributes including color, gradient, shape, and surface normal orientation. Experi-

ments on the RGB-D Object Dataset demonstrate that they work well for RGB-D

image classification even though they are designed for 3D point clouds created from

RGB-D videos rather than individual RGB-D images, where only partial views are

available due to self-occlusion.

Finally, the high frame rate of RGB-D cameras allows integrating information

across a video stream containing multiple views of a scene, which can be used to

perform semantic scene labeling and decrease false positives in object detection. In

Chapter 8 we presented a scene labeling approach for scenes constructed from RGB-D

videos. The scene labeling MRF leverages both image-based object detection tech-

niques that run on a single RGB-D image and 3D-based object recognition techniques

that run on the scene constructed from the entire video sequence. The MRF also

incorporates surface smoothness and convexity into the model, which significantly

improves the quality of object segmentation.

This dissertation has demonstrated the potential of RGB-D cameras for improving

performance in a range of perception problems including object recognition and object

detection at the category, instance, and pose level, as well as on the problem of

semantic scene labeling. We first presented approaches based on existing image and

point cloud based features and classification techniques which work well on RGB-D
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data. Then we demonstrated that it is possible to do even better by designing new

features and algorithms that specifically utilize RGB-D cameras’ advantages over

traditional cameras and range sensors, namely high resolution, high frame rate, and

easy alignment of color image and 3D shape.

9.1 Limitations and Future Work

By making use of all forms of data from RGB-D cameras, including color images,

depth images, and 3D point clouds, we have achieved excellent performance on various

semantic perception tasks. However, there are still a number of limitations in this

dissertation, leaving room for future work.

While the RGB-D Object Dataset is the largest dataset of its kind, RGB-D data

is still scarce, particularly when it comes to data with pixel-level ground truth anno-

tation. Evaluation of the proposed approaches in this dissertation on larger and more

datasets could yield further insights into their strengths and weaknesses. For ob-

ject recognition, other RGB-D datasets include 3D-Net [142] and the Willow Garage

Solutions in Perception Challenge dataset [51]. One can also evaluate the semantic

scene labeling system on the NYU Depth Dataset [126] and the Berkeley 3-D Object

Dataset [68]. However, both of these datasets only contain several views of each scene

as opposed to dense video coverage as in the RGB-D Scenes Dataset. This could lead

to weaker results, as the strength of the proposed scene labeling MRF of Chapter 8 is

its ability to perform spatial-temporal integration across many views in the presence

of noisy object detectors.

With enough data, scaling up of the algorithms presented in this thesis to many

objects and many categories can be done using Object-Pose Trees. Object-Pose Trees

can incorporate levels in the tree above the category-level, for example by using

WordNet hypernym-hyponym relations as in ImageNet [34] or by learning it from

data [41, 9]. Object detection can be sped up by arranging sliding window detectors

into a tree of classifiers as in the Object-Pose Tree. Classifiers at higher levels of
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the tree can be used to limit the search space for classifiers at the lower levels. For

example, if a coffee mug detector has a strong detection in a certain part of the

image at a certain scale, we can choose to only evaluate the coffee mug instance

detectors within a subimage and a narrow range of scales centered around the category

detector’s signal. This would lead to computational savings, and possibly accuracy

improvements as well. This idea can also be applied to the sliding window detectors

and voxel classifiers in the scene labeling system and is left for future work.

We demonstrated in Chapter 6 that the Object-Pose Tree is fast enough and ac-

curate enough to be deployed in a real-world application: the Object-Aware Situated

Interactive System [148]. While we also demonstrated very promising results on se-

mantic scene labeling, our current MATLAB implementation of the scene labeling

MRF is too slow to be used in a real system. The main bottleneck is feature extrac-

tion and evaluation of sliding window detectors. A more optimized implementation

running on both the GPU and CPU could be deployed on a robot. Other techniques

presented in this thesis can also be used as part of a larger system, for example a

smart web lab system that can automatically track and log experimenters’ action.

In such an application, object recognition can be used to recognize and track ob-

jects being manipulated by the experimenter, such as beakers and flasks of chemicals.

Such an experiment would validate the usefulness of the techniques presented in this

dissertation in an integrated system.

Feature representation is one of the most important and challenging problems in

designing recognition systems. In Chapter 7, we demonstrated that unsupervised fea-

ture learning can yield a strong feature for 3D point cloud object recognition and is a

promising avenue of further research. Hierarchical matching pursuit learns a hierar-

chy of feature representations for 3D point cloud data over different attributes, such

as color, voxel occupancy, and surface normal orientation, without modification to

the algorithm. There are many other properties that could also potentially be useful

for recognition, such as grayscale value, reflectance, which have not been explored in
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this dissertation. The advantage of unsupervised feature learning is that the same

technique can be applied to these properties without modification to the underly-

ing learning algorithm. Addition experiments on different recognition tasks, such as

material recognition, and activity recognition, would yield further insights into the

strengths and weaknesses of learning feature representations. The question of what

is the optimal feature representation for different recognition tasks remains open.
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